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ABSTRACT 

This study investigated the motor behavior problems and the 

motor behavior characteristics of children with operant language dis

order. A second purpose of the study was to investigate the relation

ship between the degree of motor maturation and the degree of language 

maturation evidenced by language disordered children. 

It was hypothesized that children with operant language disorder 

would exhibit difficulties in balance, agility, dexterity and in 

handling objects with facility. A second hypothesis was that language 

disordered children would exhibit a lack of laterality and dominance 

pattern. A third hypothesis was that there would be a relationship 

between the degree of motor maturation and the degree of language matura

tion exhibited by these children. 

Included in the study were sixteen subjects, eleven males and 

five females, who were diagnosed as experiencing operant language dis

order as determined by performance on the Illinois Test of Psycho-

linguistic Abilities. The subjects were obtained and screened through 

the co-operation of persons in the Speech Department at The University 

of Arizona. All of the subjects, who ranged in age from four to twelve 

years, were drawn from various areas in and around Tucson, Arizona. 
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A battery of two tests which purported to measure motor develop

ment, as well as laterality and dominance, was administered to the 

subjects during the period between January 21, 1966 and April 2, 1966. 

The motor development scale used for this study was the Lincoln-

Oseretsky Motor Development Scale. The instrument selected to measure 

laterality and dominance was a test devised by Crookes and Green. 

The data were organized and presented in various tables. Rho, 

or rank order correlation was used to determine the stability of the 

relationship between the degree of motor maturation and the degree of 

language maturation in language disordered children. 

It was found that children with operant language disorder 

evidenced extreme difficulty on the various items in the Lincoln-

Oseretsky Motor Development Scale. The highest percentile score 

achieved by any subject was 23. The subjects also evidenced great dif

ficulty on items measuring agility, balance, dexterity and the handling 

of objects. 

Although the group achieved more success on items requiring 

fine neuro-muscular co-ordinations as opposed to items requiring gross 

neuro-muscular co-ordinations, the performance of the group was still 

way below normal in this respect. 

In most instances, the subjects evidenced a lack of laterality 

and dominance pattern which was beyond the range of normal expectation. 
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This lack of laterality and dominance pattern was more evident in the 

performance of fine neuro-muscular co-ordinations than it was in the 

performance of gross neuro-muscular skills. It was noted that there 

might be two factors involved, a gross neuro-muscular laterality arid 

a fine neuro-muscular laterality. 

The stability of the relationship between the degree of 

language maturation and the degree of motor maturation was significant 

at the .01 level of confidence. 

Thus the data seemed to support all three hypotheses formulated 

prior to the investigation and the hypotheses were retained as tenable. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

There has been a greatly intensified interest in handicapped 

children in recent years. This interest in childhood handicaps is 

exemplified by Michal-Smith, who stated in his book Management of the 

Handicapped Child; 

In every walk of life, in every socio-economic bracket, in 

every geographic area, there exist children whose potentialities 

for growth and development and for contribution to society are 

less fully realized, due to one form or another of handicap 

than those of other children. (26:1) 

Specialists studying handicapped children suggested that the 

divergent needs of these children must be determined at an early age. 

Myklebust (29:1) wrote that such an accomplishment would minimize conse

quent psychological effects of these disorders, and further, would allow 

positive remedial measures to be applied during that interim of life 

when the child is most amenable to corrective measures and management. 

Among language specialists, the need for early diagnosis has 

resulted in the necessity for more precise examination and study of 

language disordered children. Gesell stated; 

Every child, whether "normal" or "handicapped" is confronted 

with the problem of growing up. To understand him we must under

stand his ways of growth. A working knowledge of the normal 

processes and stages of child development helps us to appreciate 

1 
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the nature of a handicap. And conversely, a sympathetic insight 

into the distinctive characteristics of a given handicap will 

help to define the limits and goals of management. (29:vii) 

Many language specialists, such as Myklebust, Luchsinger, 

Arnold, Tobis, Travis, Orton and others, have recognized the existence 

of a relationship between general motor functioning and language 

functioning and have cited the need to examine the motor behavior of 

language disordered children. Luchsinger and Arnold stated, "When a 

child is evaluated at a given level, the degree of his psychomotor 

maturation indicates what may then be expected in the expressive 

sector of his language." (24;402) 

Despite the frequently acknowledged need for the exploration 

of the movement behavior of language handicapped children, little 

research has been conducted in this area. This study was an attempt 

to gain insight into the handicap of operant language disorder through 

investigation of the motor behavior of children diagnosed as experi

encing operant language disorder. 

The Problem 

Statement of the Problem 

The primary problem of the study was to answer the question: 

What patterns of motor behavior characteristics and motor behavior 

problems exist in children who are diagnosed as exhibiting operant 

language disorder? 
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A secondary problem of the study was to determine if there was a 

relationship between the degree of motor maturation and the degree of 

language maturation of children diagnosed as exhibiting operant language 

disorder. 

More specifically, this study sought answers to the following 

questions: 

1. Are difficulties in balance, agility, dexterity and/or 

handling objects with facility evidenced by children 

exhibiting operant language disorder? 

2. Is there a lack of motor dominance pattern exhibited by 

children experiencing operant language disorder? 

3. Is there a relationship between the degree of motor 

maturation and the degree of language maturation in 

children diagnosed as experiencing operant language 

disorder? 

Importance of the Study 

A major value of this study seemed to lie in ascertaining some 

motor behavior characteristics and motor behavior problems of children 

with operant language disorder. In any new area of research it is 

necessary to accumulate accurate descriptions of the phenomena involved. 

As Van Dalen (43:184) indicated, adequate descriptions of phenomena 

must precede and function as a foundation for experimental efforts. 

Thus descriptions of the motor behavior of the language dis

ordered child, in addition to determining the present status of the 

child and the extent of his handicap, could aid in identifying 
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relationships that exist among various aspects of the handicap. Language 

and speech therapists speculate that there are thousands of children in 

the schools today who are classified as "stubborn," "backward" or "slow 

learners" when in reality these children are language disordered. A 

more thorough knowledge of the motor behavior characteristics of such 

children could prove valuable in bringing about more prompt and correct 

diagnosis of children with language dysfunction. 

In addition to being helpful in understanding operant language 

disorder, research into the motor behavior of language disordered 

children may provide a basis for deeper investigations into the realm of 

motor skill. If more knowledge is uncovered regarding, for example, 

the dominance pattern, such knowledge might provide one criterion for 

estimating the extent of potential in certain motor abilities. 

Another value of the study lies in the possibility of finding 

adequate techniques to measure not only the motor behaviors of language 

disordered children, but also the motor behavior of non-handicapped 

children. The assessments thus made could lead to the establishment of 

norms which are greatly needed in the area of motor development and motor 

behavior. 

As Van Dalen mentioned, a very valuable function of a study such 

as this is to suggest hypotheses which may be incorporated into investi

gations at the experimental level, and thus the purpose would be both 
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immediate and long range. In so doing, it was hoped that this study 

would present an increment of knowledge about motor behavior upon which 

other investigators might build. 

Hypotheses 

It was hypothesized that: 

Children diagnosed as experiencing operant language disorder 

would exhibit difficulties in balance, agility, dexterity and in handling 

objects with facility. 

Children diagnosed as experiencing operant language disorder 

would exhibit a lack of motor dominance pattern. 

There would be a positive relationship between the degree of 

motor maturation and the degree of language maturation in children 

diagnosed as experiencing operant language disorder. 

Assumptions 

It was assumed that: 

Language disordered children would exhibit certain identifiable 

motor behavior patterns and motor behavior characteristics. 

The Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scale was a valid and 

reliable measure of motor maturation and motor behavior. 

The Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scale was administered 

in a reliable manner. 
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Laterality and dominance could be assessed through observation 

of a series of "choice" activities. 

The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities was a valid and 

reliable measure of language ability and disability. 

The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities was administered 

in a reliable manner. 

The children studied in this investigation were correctly 

diagnosed as exhibiting operant language disorder. 

Scope and Delimitations of the Study 

One group of subjects was used in this investigation. The group 

consisted of eleven boys and five girls between the ages of four and 

twelve, who were diagnosed by persons in the Speech Department at the 

University of Arizona as experiencing operant language disorder. The 

subjects were drawn from Tucson, Arizona and the surrounding area. 

Standards for the selection of the subjects are discussed in detail in 

Chapter III. 

Two tests considered to be representative measures of motor 

behavior characteristics were administered to the subjects by the 

investigator. The tests and the factors they purported to measure were: 
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The Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scale. This test, con

sisting of thirty-six different items, measured various aspects of motor 

behavior which were indicative of motor maturation. 

Laterality and Dominance Test. This test, devised by Crookes and 

Green (58), consisted of five separate items and measured laterality and 

dominance of hand, eye and foot. 

Among the limitations in the study were the following: 

Since this study investigated a relatively unexplored area, 

there was no directly related research available. This lack of back

ground literature exerted some limitations in attempting to design the 

investigation. 

There seemed to be no general agreement in the literature as to 

what constituted the essential problems in the motor abilities of the 

language disordered child. 

This study was concerned with examining a very specialized 

handicap, that of childhood operant language disorder. The number of 

children exhibiting this disorder and available for study was extremely 

limited. 

At various times hereafter, the Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Develop

ment Scale will be indicated by the abbreviation LOMDS. 
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Children studied in the present investigation were extremely 

hyperactive, disinhibited and possessed a very limited attention span. 

Therefore, it was not possible in some instances, to determine whether 

the child failed an_item through lack of persistence or through lack of 

ability. It is also possible, that due to the length of the testing 

session, which varied from approximately 1-1/2 to two hours, fatigue 

was a factor in the child's lack of attention. With this in mind, 

many short rest periods were allowed during the testing sessions. 

The instruments available for testing language disordered 

children were extremely limited. Even though the best available 

instrument was chosen for the study, the norms accompanying this 

instrument did not extend far enough to include the younger subjects 

tested. 

The physical conditions of the testing situation were not con

stant in that it was not always possible to secure the same room for 

testing purposes. Also, at times it was necessary to change rooms 

during a testing session. It was believed however, that this limita

tion imposed no serious change in any given child's performance. 

Since the subjects varied in age to such a great extent, it was 

necessary to alter the instructions at times, so they could be compre

hended by all the children. Although the Lincoln-Oseretsky Test Manual 

permitted such alterations, it was possible that such changes might have 

affected the scores on certain items. 
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The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities, one of the 

instruments used to screen the subjects, was administered by several 

different speech therapists. It was believed, however, that this 

limitation imposed no serious change in any given child's performance. 

Definition of Terms 

In order to clarify some terms dealing with language disorder 

and motor ability as presented in the literature, and because several 

terms used in this study have different meanings for different people, 

it seemed advisable to offer some precursory definitions. 

Agility is accuracy, quickness, skill and ease in body move

ment . (42) 

Dexterity is accuracy, quickness, skill and ease in using the 

hands. (42) 

Dynamic balance is keeping one's equilibrium while in motion or 

while changing from one balanced position to another. Dynamic balance, 

then, pertains to the equilibrium evidenced through a series of changing 

positions taken successively. (54:33) 

Laterality is the preferential use of one side of the body over 

the other. The most common manifestation of laterality is handedness. 

However, preference or dominance can also be noted in legs and eyes. 

(32:309) 
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Motor behavior or movement behavior is a general term and refers 

to movements which might be termed skilled performance, those which 

indicate emotion or tension and others which seem purposeless and 

random. (12:22) 

Motor maturation is the natural process of growth and develop

ment which includes changes in cells, muscles, bones and increased or 

progressive myelination or sheathing of the nervous system coinciding 

with the ability of those nerves to function. (10*141) 

Operant language disorder or childhood aphasia is a disorder in 

symbolic function. More specifically, it is a difficulty in the 

ideational elaboration of speech as distinguished from defective verbal 

articulation. Operant language disorder is characterized by the follow

ing defects in varying proportions; ideational defects in speaking, 

reading, writing, naming and/or defective comprehension of speech. 

(32:98, 192) 

Static balance is steadiness of stance. (42) 

Organization of the Remaining Chapters 

Chapter II includes a review of related literature and other 

investigations deemed pertinent to the study. Chapter III is concerned 

with the selection of the subjects, descriptions of the instruments 

used, and the source and character of the data. Analysis of the data 
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and accompanying discussion of the motor behavior patterns of children 

exhibiting operant language disorder is presented in Chapter IV. 

Chapter V is devoted to a presentation of summary, conclusions and 

recommendations drawn from the study. 
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CHAPTER II 

RELATED INVESTIGATIONS AND LITERATURE 

In order to provide a background for this study, answers to the 

following questions were sought in the literature: 1. What is the 

evidence to indicate a relationship between motor behavior and language? 

2. What are the motor behavior characteristics of children with 

operant language disorder as cited by other investigators? 3. What 

motor development scales are available for use in examining these 

children? Literature and investigations related to these three ques

tions are reviewed in the following sections. 

The Relationship Between Motor Behavior and Language 

Since the evidence supporting a relationship between motor 

behavior and language seemed to fall into several natural categories, 

these categories have been retained in the following discussion. 

Speech and Motor Areas in the Brain 

Investigation concerning the anatomy and physiology of the brain 

is a relatively new area of research. As a result, neurological 

evidence in the literature concerning localization of function in the 

cerebrum is confusing and at times contradictory. Some researchers 

12 
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subscribe to a theory of localized areas of function while other 

investigators support a "holistic" theory of brain function. 

The existance of two rather well defined cerebral motor areas, 

the Rolandic Motor Area and the supplementary motor area, has been 

reported by many investigators such as Anthony, Penfield, Marshall, 

Lazier, DeCoursey, Baldwin et al. According to these researchers, the 

site of voluntary motor control is located in these two specific 

cerebral sites. 

Neurological evidence has also established the existence of 

four cortical speech areas. Penfield (31:111) has named these the 

frontal, sometimes called Broca's Speech area, the parietal, the 

temporal and the superior frontal speech areas. This latter area 

corresponds to what is commonly known as the supplementary motor area. 

Despite the existence of these centers, there appeared to be no specific 

site where the motor engrams (patterns) of speech were stored. (32:185) 

The evidence relating to the specific function of these areas, 

both speech and motor, was not clear. Baldwin (1:163) reported that 

stimulation of the 'Vaotor area" of the cortex produced speech arrest 

and speech perseveration. This finding agreed with that of Penfield 

(32*136) who noted that stimulation of the supplementary or Rolandic 

Motor Area caused speech arrest and/or vocalization. Sholl (36;66) 

reported that stimulation of the supplementary motor area may lead to 

movements involving the whole body, or vocalization or even to total 
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inhibition of voluntary action and speech. Baldwin (1:163) stated that 

when Broca's Speech Area was stimulated, the patient "^as unable to 

oppose thumb and finger of the opposite hand. Thus, it appeared that 

there was an interrelationship among these areas, with some motor func

tion occurring in the speech areas, and some speech function occurring 

in the motor areas. This would seem to indicate the need for some 

modification of the theory of localized function. 

Numerous investigators have gone further than proposing mere 

modification and have advocated a "holistic" view of brain function. 

Sholl (36:68) noted that while in a limited sense the activity of a 

small piece of cortex might be associated with a specific kind of be

havior, ". . . there is a plasticity inherent in this tissue that 

forbids the attempt to 'localize function' at specific points." 

(36:68) Sholl reported further that the results of repeated stimula

tion of a certain point might give rise to a specific movement or 

action, a variation of the movement or sound, or even an action of dif

ferent result. (36:68) 

Ranson (33:329) stated that the cortex showed less and less 

evidence of complete dependence on small areas for specific functions. 

He cited at least nine areas of the cortex as having motor function and 

six areas as having speech and language function. When these areas 

were mapped in the cortex, many overlapped or coincided. 
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The site of the ideational mechanism for language was also in 

dispute. However, many investigators such as Penfield, Hassler, Ridley, 

Anthony et al., believed that all parts of the cerebrum functioned 

together to produce this phenomenon. 

In discussing cerebral function, Penfield (32:205) speculated 

that there must be one single functional mechanism within the dominant 

hemisphere that employs all these cortical areas, and it seemed likely 

that a subcortical center played a most important role in this mechanism. 

According to Penfield, the speech areas, as well as the motor areas and 

other specifically mapped areas of the cortex, appeared to be relay 

stations connected by transcortical and subcortical networks to this 

one subcortical center, perhaps in the thalmus or higher brain stem. 

However, Penfield stated that the infinite complexity of that system in 

the higher brain stem and its connections with the cortex were far 

beyond our present capacity to visualize. 

Walter (41:72) reported that certain parts of the brain responded 

in a fairly predictable fashion when stimulated electrically, and were 

associated with certain diagnostic signs or symptoms when damaged. How

ever, Walter further stated that; 

. . . the exceptions to these rules are so numerous and their 

experimental foundation is so tenuous, that there is now a 

tendency to support an entirely 'holistic' view of brain func

tion, to suppose that all parts are engaged in any sense or any 

action, and that the location of function is more a probability 

than a place. (41:72) 
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Thus, if the "holistic" theory of brain function is correct, and 

all parts of the cortex are active in the performance of any action, it 

would seem that language function and musculoskeletal function are 

related neurologically. 

Cerebral Dominance 

In addition to the neurological evidence indicating that the 

same areas of the cortex may be involved in movement behavior and 

language, the general concept of cerebrality or cerebral dominance is 

also essential in understanding the relationship between the two factors. 

Cerebral dominance is the typically human ability of asymmetric special

ization of the two hemispheres of the brain in which one cerebral 

hemisphere leads the other in the initiation and control of bodily 

movement. (40:52) The dominant hemisphere also is the seat of all 

verbal function. (24:386) 

Orton (30:27) stated that a major fact in understanding the 

language disorders of children was that one side of the brain was all 

important in the language process and the other side was either useless 

or unused. Orton noted that this concentration of control of speech, 

as well as reading and writing, in one cerebral hemisphere bore an 

intimate relation to the development of unilateral skill in the individ

ual. Orton (30:27) believed that cerebral dominance was the unique 
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physiological pattern which has done the most to give man his command

ing position in the animal world. 

Luchsinger and Arnold (24:386) reported that this specialized 

dominance with its resulting lateral preference was found only in 

language and manual skills, and further, that current evidence indicated 

that animals below man did not exhibit the unilateral dominance which 

formed the hallmark of the language faculty. Thus, the relationship 

among motor development, laterality and language was frequently dis

cussed in the literature. A brief review of this literature is pre

sented in the following sections. 

The Relationship Among Language, 

Laterality and Motor Development 

Language, laterality and motor development appear to be signifi

cantly related. Gesell, in several of his books (16:17, 18) offered 

evidence \tfiich indicated that the development of both language and 

laterality was dictated by the pace of psychomotor maturation. 

Boudreaux (67:4) stated that sequential motor development played a 

great part in language acquisition, and further, that during the early 

years of childhood there existed a positive relationship between the 

child's physiological development and his language development. (67:11) 

Luchsinger and Arnold (24:389) reported that individual learn

ing or preferred handedness usually begins to be guided toward 

unilateral preference at about nine months of age, and first attempts 
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at speaking are made at this same age. Between 1.6 and two years of 

age, preferred laterality begins to show signs of definite establishment, 

and . . that is the age \tfien postnatal neuro-muscular maturation 

reaches a first peak and when language development sets in. Around 

four years of age, laterality is clearly developed in most children, 

just as language is by then sufficiently advanced for simple conversa

tion." (24:389) 

Several language specialists, in recognizing both the neuro

logical and the developmental relationships among language, laterality 

and motor development, have concluded that motor experience is important 

for language experience. Herrick stated: 

The reason for the precocious development of the muscular 

tissues is that motility in its most elementary form is the 

cradle of all behavior, and the higher patterns of behavior 

are possible only through acquisition of more efficient 

apparatus of expression. Motility is also the cradle of the 

mind, for mentation arises within behavior and primarily for 

advancement of its efficiency. (39:33) 

After extensive clinical observation, Tobis and Lowenthal stated 

that; 

The motor act of walking or dressing may either facilitate 

speech or enhance the learning process that is involved in the 

complex signal or symbol system of verbal communication. Thus, 

therapeutic activities other than speech may become a language 

experience. We believe that this relationship of motor activity 

also applies to other intellectual spheres. (39:28) 

In later discussions concerning language disordered patients, 

Tobis and Lowenthal said: 
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Speech function may be enhanced by involving the patient in 

other motor activities (such as work or occupational therapy). 

Even teaching the patient to walk may be used to improve 

speech function. This involves more than contact ... with 

other human beings. It resides in'the concept that learning 

in one area may be enhanced by the attainment of skills in 

another. (39:87) 

For many years, researchers have noted that high percentages of 

speech and language disordered persons had problems of laterality and 

dominance. The attempts to analyse this relationship have provided 

much information pertaining to the overall relationship among language, 

laterality and motor development. Therefore, a brief summary of this 

research is presented below. 

Laterality and Language 

Prior to the 1950's, many investigators proposed a causal link 

between speech and handedness. This hypothesis was based on research 

which indicated that the percentage of left-handed and ambidexterous 

persons was conspicuously higher among speech defectives than among 

normal people. 

However, Luchsinger and Arnold (24:387) stated that during this 

period scientific terminology in speech and language was far from being 

exact and standardized. As a result, there was a great deal of confu

sion with terminology and with concepts in many publications concerned 

with laterality and language. For instance, what are now recognized as 
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six fundamentally different communication disorders were once studied as 

if they represented one single entity. 

As the terminology and the study of language disorders became 

more standardized, the view of laterality disorder as a causative factor 

in language dysfunction was no longer generally accepted. Investigators 

still recognized a strong relationship between laterality disorder and 

language dysfunction, but no longer assessed it a causative function. 

W. R. Brain (56:841) in studying the dominance of one or the 

other hemisphere in relation to language functions, stated that there 

was the possibility that those with disorders of language may not have 

es'tablished as complete a dominance as exists in the individual whose 

language functions are normal, 

Vernon (44:165) speculated that ambidextrality and mixed handed

ness might be associated with incomplete dominance of the major over the 

minor hemisphere, and that this in turn produced general immaturity in 

motor and/or linguistic functions, or in certain of these functions in 

particular. 

In a study on preferential handedness in developmental language 

disorders undertaken at National Hospital of Speech Disorders, New 

York, Luchsinger and Arnold (24:394) reported that the highest inci

dence of laterality disorder was found among the youngest children 

suffering from delayed language development. The investigators concluded 
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that developmental disorders of language were significantly related to 

delayed establishment of preferential handedness. Left handedness and 

ambilaterality occurred at least four times as frequently in this group 

as among a group of voice disordered subjects. The authors reported 

further that as children grew older and learned successfully to overcome 

their language disability, the number of laterality disorders appeared 

increasingly reduced. 

Findings such as those cited above caused the interpretation of 

laterality disorders to shift from that of a causal or etiological 

factor to that of a diagnostic sign. It appeared that language, later

ality and motor development were all influenced by their common 

dependence on cerebral maturation. 

This has been substantiated by Subriana, who stated that the 

degree of lateral differentiation reflected the advance of cerebral 

maturation on which the progress of language was dependent. This study 

was published in France, and was quoted by Luchsinger and Arnold. 

(24:398) 

In a later study, Subriana (66:82) stated that laterality and 

laterality disorders per se did not cause disorders of language. 

Rather, M. . . they are concomitant symptoms reflecting on a parallel 

level the basic deviation of brain function that is responsible for 

both the disorders of language and of laterality.11 (66:82) Subriana 
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summed up the interrelated features of cerebral maturation, dominance 

and laterality as follows: 

1. Cerebral maturity and dominance are directly proportional; 

children who establish dextral tendencies early and clearly 

also present the earliest and best developed signs of 

psychomotor maturation, including well developed language. 

2. Conversely, cerebral immaturity and poorly differentiated 

laterality are also directly correlated; the less clearly 

the dominance is established in a given child, the greater 

are the signs of his general immaturity, including delayed 

language. (66:82-83) 

In agreeing with Subriana's statements, Luchsinger and Arnold 

(24:512) noted that the true significance of laterality disorders for 

language must be sought not in a causative relationship, but in the fact 

that . . they demonstrate a concomitant and equivalent symptom of 

incompletely differentiated cerebral lateralization or cerebrality." 

(24:512) Delayed establishment of manual preference, therefore, belonged 

among the general signs of delayed psychomotor maturation. 

In summarizing the relationship between laterality and language, 

it may be said that the human pecularity of specialized cerebral func

tion is the prerequisite for the development of all human communicative 

abilities. Luchsinger and Arnold stated: 

Disorders in the maturation of cerebral differentiation are pro

jected and reflected in the establishment of handedness. All 

these retardations of psychomotor development include the motor 

elements of expressive function. Taken as a global and inter

dependent entity, all signs of neuromuscular development belong 

together for they represent the ability to communicate. 
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Conversely, any visible signs of delayed maturation provide an 

immediate explanation for the accompanying delay in language 

acquisition. (24:402) 

Need for a Motor Evaluation of 

Language Disordered Children 

In view of the inseparable relationship among motor development, 

language and laterality, most language specialists have stated the 

need for a thorough evaluation of the motor development and motor 

behavior of language disordered children. The feelings of these 

specialists were summarized by Tobis (39:20) who stated that since the 

learning process was a basic neuro-physiological activity which always 

involved the sensory and motor apparatus, any evaluation of learning 

capacity should include a thorough investigation of motor development. 

He also noted that since motor activity was the means by which we 

evaluated behavior, the appropriateness of a movement would be a guide 

in evaluation. Therefore, Tobis felt that a thorough analysis and 

appropriate interpretation of motor activity was a keystone in both 

evaluation and management of language disordered children. 

Summary 

There appeared to be substantial evidence to support a strong 

relationship among language, laterality and motor development. Re

search concerning anatomy and physiology of the brain indicated that 

the same areas of the brain may be involved with both motor control 
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and language control. Studies conducted by specialists in child 

development indicated that language ability and motor ability developed 

concurrently, and that motor experience was essential for language 

development. Neurological evidence also supported the theory that 

delay in both psychomotor and language development was due to incom

plete or immature development of cerebral dominance. In this sense 

then, disturbed laterality was merely a sign, along with language 

dysfunction, of psychomotor immaturity. 

In view of the strong relationship among language, laterality 

and motor development, behavioral characteristics have become an 

important yardstick for determining cerebral maturity. This has led 

many language specialists to assert the need for a thorough evaluation 

of the motor behavior of the language disordered child. 

The Motor Behavior Characteristics of Children 

with Operant Language Disorder 

Actual research concerning the motor behavior characteristics of 

children with operant language disorder was very limited. Only one 

such research study has been conducted (29:78) and that investigation 

studied motor development in infants. However, language specialists 

have observed language disordered children in clinical situations for a 

period of years. These observations, as reported in the literature, 

and the study cited above, were the basis for the following discussion. 
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Motor Behavior Characteristics of 

Language Disordered Children 

As cited previously, only one study concerning the motor behavior 

characteristics of children exhibiting operant language disorder has 

been reported in the literature. Myklebust (29:78) studied the motor 

maturation of normal, language disordered and mentally retarded children, 

as well as a group of children experiencing peripheral deafness. Approx

imately 280 children were involved in the investigation. The age at 

which the subjects sat without support and the age at which they walked 

without assistance was recorded. The data indicated that the language 

disordered children were significantly retarded in motor maturation, 

with delayed ability to sit and walk, when compared with normal children. 

In addition to the research cited above, numerous language 

specialists have reported their observations on the general motor 

behavior characteristics of language disordered children. Orton (30: 

148) observed that language disordered children have great trouble 

learning complex patterns of movement. Simpler movements, however, 

were often readily acquired, although they might be lacking in grace or 

smoothness. 

In attempting to explain the inability of language disordered 

children to learn complex movement patterns, Orton stated: 

In by far the great majority of body movements, while one side 

is carrying out one stage of the act, the other is cooperating 

or preparing itself for the next stage or phase, and a closely 
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co-ordinated control of the two sides is essential. In many of 

the simpler acts, such as walking, there is evidence to suggest 

that much of this co-ordination is carried out by the spinal 

cord and other nervous structures below the level of the brain. 

When, however, we attempt to interrupt the simple movement 

pattern of walking and use part of it to reassemble into a 

dance step, for example, this new Combination is without ques

tion controlled by the brain and it is in just such recombina

tions of simple, movement units into new sequential patterns 

that , . . (30:148) 

these language disordered children encounter trouble. 

Luchsinger and Arnold (24:383) noted that children with 

language dysfunction exhibited a psychomotor disability marked by 

unusual bodily clumsiness which constituted a developmental lag in the 

acquisition of motor co-ordination. This immaturity in psychomotor 

development, its close association with laterality disorders and con

genital language disability has been analysed by many authors. As 

stated by Luchsinger and Arnold, "The awkward posture and gawky motor 

performance has been frequently commented upon." (24:38) 

For example, in further discussing the language disordered child, 

Luchsinger and Arnold (24;516) noted that the entire motor behavior was 

frequently characterized by bodily clumsiness which may be manifested 

by awkward gait or ungainly running. The authors reported that such 

children imitated demonstrated movements of fingers, lips and tongue in 

a very incomplete or immature manner. Observations also indicated that 

the children exhibited delayed motor maturation, with delayed ability to 

sit, crawl, stand, walk, hop, etc. Language disordered children were 
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also delayed in onset of speech, and displayed unusual clumsiness in all 

motor performances for sports, dance and manual activities. In addition, 

children with language dysfunction exhibited distortions of spatial 

relationships or directionality, especially of the lateral directions 

of left and right. 

Birch (3:5) stated that language disordered children did not 

usually exhibit the gross motor disturbances and alterations of normal 

reflex patterns that have been classically correlated with damage to 

the central nervous system. Instead, they presented varied pictures of 

developmental lag, of behavioral disturbance, of transient or persis

tent motor awkwardness, of minor perceptual disturbance, of distracti-

bility, of limitations of attention span, of thought disturbances and 

of educational and emotional difficulties. 

Travis (40:516) reported that this motor disturbance could be 

described as mildly diffuse in co-ordination, inferior grasp and awk

wardness rather than as obvious disabledness or cerebral palsy. This 

observation was in agreement with earlier observations made by Strauss 

and Lehtinen. Myklebust (29:312) noted that language disordered 

children characteristically have problems of generalized unco-ordina

tion. Frequently these problems appeared to be manifested by gait and 

grasp as well as by more specific motor tests. However, he stated 

that these motor symptoms were not always apparent to specialists who 

were inexperienced in their detection. Furthermore, he noted that a 
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considerable amount of poor co-ordination might be obseirved even though 

neurological findings were negative. 

In further discussing this retarded motor development, Myklebust 

(29:171) reported that it was often qualitatively rather than quanti

tatively different. Motor co-ordination was inferior in a very general

ized way. -Obvious spastic paralysis, according to Myklebust, was not 

characteristic. Rather, motor inferiority was an undue awkwardness and 

clumsiness. Walking, throwing and kicking were poorly executed. 

Grasping and manual dexterity were also inferior. 

Thus, it would seem that language specialists were in general 

agreement as to the motor behavior characteristics of language dis

ordered children, even though there was little actual research to sub

stantiate the observations. 

Lack of Purposeful Content in the Motor 

Behavior of Language Disordered Children 

There is another feature of the child's motor functioning that 

warrents attention, and that is the seeming lack of purpose in much 

of the motor activity of children with language dysfunction. Many 

language specialists have commented on this aspect of behavior and 

their views are well summarized by Myklebust (29:171) who noted that 

there appeared to be a deficiency in the "psychological content" of the 

child's activity. Myklebust stated that the activity appeared random 
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in nature and was easily impeded. Persistence of motor activity was 

deficient. Success in manipulation, throwing or running seemed incon

sequential and there was a generalized inability to cope with the 

environment through motor behavior. Myklebust observed that motor 

activity was present much of the time, and that compulsive hyperactivity 

seemed common. The motor activity of language disordered children was 

not deliberate, volitional and in pursuit of a goal. 

He described this motor activity as: 

. . . characterized by superficiality; it reveals attempts to 

manipulate and to relate to the environment, but it manifests 

only spasmodic or accidental successes. This generalized 

inadequacy of the motor functioning is highly characteristic. 

(29:171) 

In addition, Myklebust felt that the crying and laughing of children 

with language dysfunction were deficient in intensity of feeling, and 

that this lack of feeling manifested emotional inadequacy. He also 

observed that most often laughter reflected over-fatigue, over stimula

tion and inability to cope with the situation. 

In attempting to classify the above described behavior, 

Myklebust (29:179,180) defined three terms--perseveration, distracti-

bility and disinhibition. Accordingly, the language disordered child 

exhibited these traits in degree which far exceeded normal expectation. 

Perseveration was defined as performing an activity over and over again 

without intent and purpose, and performing the activity without regard 
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for need or circumstance. Distractibility was the incapacity to main

tain sustained attention to an activity, and it was characterized by 

fleeting attention to minor details without attention to major aspects. 

Disinhibition was defined as the incapacity to normally restrain dis

tractions from within. This was revealed by the child's inability to 

restrain himself from erratically pursuing his impulses to look out of 

the window, or run to the door, in spite of the situation or circum

stances. 

Summary 

Children with language dysfunction, when compared with normal 

children, seemed to be slow in developing the ability to speak, as 

well as in developing the abilities to sit, crawl and walk. A very 

high incidence of incomplete dominance and mixed laterality was found 

in children with operant language disorder. In addition, such children 

exhibited general body clumsiness, awkward gait and grasp, and below 

normal skill in physical activities. 

Language disordered children also frequently exhibited hyper

activity and a seeming lack of purpose in motor activity. The terms 

disinhibition, distractibility and perseveration have been used to 

describe this highly characteristic behavior. 
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Many investigators feel sensorimotor ability is the only objec

tive indication available to measure how far infants and preschool age 

children have progressed in developmental processes considered normal 

for that age level. Therefore, interest in motor development tests for 

such children has increased in recent years. In spite of this upsurge 

in interest, very few motor development scales actually have been 

developed, and several of the existing scales are either for adults or 

do not have well established norms acceptable for use with American pre

school and elementary school age children. 

Tests of Motor Development for Use 

with Infants and Children 

— Bayley (55) in investigating infant intelligence through sensori

motor function, developed one of the earliest scales of motor develop

ment. Bayley's investigation which was conducted over a period of 

several years, studied reflex, physical, motor and body growth, as well 

as mental growth. Her hypothesis stated that early trends in mental 

growth, such as may be observed in the maturing behavior of infants 

during the first two or three years of life, should be of considerable 

value in clarifying theories of intelligence. 

To test this hypothesis, Bayley devised a series of 185 items 

designed to measure adaptability or learning, sensory acuity and fine 
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motor (manual) co-ordinations. Successful performance of the items was 

thought by the investigator to be indicative of mental growth. Gross 

body co-ordinations were not included in the scale. The age norms for 

the test were standardized on data from thirty-one males and thirty 

females. This number was reduced to forty by the end of the three year 

testing period. The 185 items showed chronological placement, and one 

can pick out motor development items scaled in order of appearance in 

the child from three months of age to three years, four months of age. 

The items were unevenly distributed over this age span. 

Examples of Bayley's test items include: reaches for rattle; 

recovers rattle; reaches for cube; recovers cube; rotates wrist; 

buttons one button; picks up cup; turns door knob; builds a three cube 

pyramid. 

After extensive clinical observations, Gesell and his associates 

(16) developed a scale of social, emotional, mental and motor maturation 

from infancy to ten years of age. The norms, however, were not intended 

for rigid individual application. The scale was presented in a series 

of operational statements of age characteristics and genetic sequences. 

For example, at age one year the child can place a cube in a cup and 

release it; he can crawl and walk with help. At age five, the child 

can walk a straight line, skip alternately and is adept at riding a 

bicycle. 
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In 1944, a scale measuring personal independence, interpersonal 

relations, language and motor development was devised for the Board of 

Education of New York City by Wrightstone and Aronow (53). For the 

scale, items of behavior were gathered from the research literature in 

the field of child development-. • These items showed growth with age 

which could be observed in the ordinary classroom situation. The scale 

was revised numerous times and the current version was completed in 

1950. 

The scale measured development in children from ages three to 

eight. The test items were arranged in age groupings according to 

difficulty. The scoring of the test was quite subjective and the child 

was given a rating from markedly above average to markedly below average. 

Examples of items included in the motor development section are: goes 

down stairs alone; uses playground apparatus; skips; cuts and pastes 

simple forms; throws ball overhand; bounces and catches ball with one 

hand; throws ball with fair aim. 

Similar measurement of older children has been relatively 

neglected. Brace (4) and Espenschade (47) however, have done some work 

in this area. Brace devised a Scale of Motor Ability which has been 

used to classify students in programs of physical education. 

Espenschade's work has been concerned with motor performance in 

adolescence and its relationship to measures of physical growth and 
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maturity. Espenschade's study indicated that motor performance in boys 

correlated positively with emotional, physiological and chronological 

measures of maturity, while the relations between the same measures in 

girls proved low. Therefore, while these investigators have contributed 

to the understanding of motor performance, neither has devised a scale 

of motor development which measured maturation in yearly sequences. 

In Europe, three motor scales have been developed and used 

rather widely. One scale was devised in Holland during the years 1934 

to 1939, by Maria J. A. Van Der Lugt. It was standardized on Dutch 

children, age six to sixteen, and included ten separate tests of which 

five were essentially motor and five were essentially visual-manual. 

Examples of test items included removal of rings from a vertical rod; 

moving rings several directions on a table; punching holes in paper; 

turning left and right handed screws simultaneously; and several 

steadiness measures. No gross locomotor movements were examined. The 

test was translated into English in 1944 and adapted for use with 

adults. In reviewing this scale in Buros1 The Fourth Mental Measure

ments Yearbook (6), Espenschade reported that while the test had many 

good features, the standardization and general statistical treatment 

was weak. 

Lassner (63) reported a scale that was developed in Russia by 

Yarmolemko. This scale investigated "life essential movements" such 
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as walking, grasping, etc. The test was standardized on children 

between the ages of eight and fifteen and yielded a motor profile. No 

English translation of the test is available. 

The third scale was also developed in Russia, by Oseretsky in 

the early 1930's. Sloan reported that the Oseretsky Scale was 

originally constructed for children from four to sixteen years of age. 

The test contained six subtests at each-age level and Oseretsky 

claimed these measured general static co-ordination, dynamic manual 

co-ordination, motor speed, simultaneous voluntary movements and 

asynkinesia (lack of precision of movement or surplus movements). 

Doll, in 1946, translated the Portuguese version of the 

Oseretsky test into English, keeping the entire test intact and the 

scoring method unchanged. Sloan produced the Lincoln Adaptation of 

the Oseretsky Test in 1948. Again, all of the original test items 

were retained in the revised scale. Sloan (37) stated that the 

purpose of this revision was to make the test more usable with 

American subjects and to make the administration of the test conform 

more readily to testing practices in this country. After using this 

revised scale, several investigators mentioned the need for further 

revision and standardization. 

Cassell (46), in a study with fifty-four feebleminded children, 

devised his Vineland Adaptation of the Oseretsky Tests. In this 
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revision, the scale was made simpler and the scoring more objective than 

in the original scale. The subcategory of asynkinesia was eliminated 

since it was considered impossible to score objectively. 

In 1950, Sloan (37) instituted a complete revision of his 1948 

version of the Oseretsky Tests. Sloan felt that some of Oseretsky's 

original assumptions such as age placement of certain items, and the 

division of the test into six types of motor ability, lacked statistical 

and experimental justification. Sloan's general purpose was to con

struct a new test along empirical lines and determine experimentally 

'what the form and nature of the test should be. He stated that the 

aims of his study were to: 

1. Select those items from the original Oseretsky scale which 

(a) could be administered to subjects of both sexes from 

the ages of six to fourteen years, (b) permitted reliable 

scoring, (c) minimized cultural bias, (d) involved no 

danger to the subject, (e) did not require elaborate test 

materials, (f) had a significant positive correlation with 

age. 

2. Devise the most objective scoring system possible. 

3. Arrange the items in order of difficulty. 

4. Determine the reliability to scores for each sex and age 

group. 

5. Develop at least tentative norms for each sex at each 

age from six to fourteen years. (37:5) 

The results of this study led to the exclusion of forty-nine of the 

eighty-five original Oseretsky items, leaving a test battery of thirty-

six items. Norms for these items were then computed on the test 
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results of 380 males and 369 females, with the number of-subjects at 

each age ranging from thirty-nine to forty-six. 

In a review of this test in Buros1 The Fifth Mental Measure

ments Yearbook (7:768), Espenschade stated that the test can quite 

properly be called a scale of motor development since the items sample 

a variety of motor performances and the scores improve with age. 

Espenschade further noted that the scale in this revised form should 

prove a valuable tool for the study of certain aspects of motor 

development of children, and that no comparable scale exists at the 

present time. 

Tests of Laterality and Dominance 

There are great numbers and varieties of laterality and 

dominance tests available in the literature. A very comprehensive 

review of such tests was compiled by Hildreth (61) and also by Buros 

in The Mental Measurements Yearbook (6,7,8) and Tests in Print (9). 

The laterality and dominance test chosen for this study was 

devised by Crookes and Green (58) for use in an investigation of 

laterality and dominance patterns evident in speech defective children. 

The test assessed laterality through observation of a simple group 

of "choice" activities involving fine as well as gross motor perform

ance. Dominance of eye, hand and foot was measured, and, according 

to Crookes and Green, the test was simple to administer and score. 
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Summary 

Although many investigators expressed the need for research 

concerning the motor development of children, few attempts have been 

made to measure such development. In the United States, Bayley, Gesell 

and Wrightstone have devised methods of evaluating infant behavior 

while Brace and Espenschade have worked with older children. 

Several of the more widely used motor development scales were 

devised in Europe by Van Der Lugt, Yarmolemko and Oseretsky. This 

latter scale was revised several times, and the final revision was 

selected as one of the testing instruments in the present investiga

tion. 

There is much literature pertaining to the measurement of 

laterality and dominance in both children and adults. While several 

comprehensive reviews of such literature were alluded to, no attempt 

was made to summarize specific laterality and dominance tests. 



CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURES 

Chapter III is concerned with the procedures used in examin

ing the motor behavior of the subjects in the investigation. The 

chapter includes a discussion of the following: the nature and 

selection of the subjects; standards for the selection of the tests 

used; descriptions of the testing instruments; methods of administer

ing and scoring the tests; and methods used in analyzing the data. 

Selection of the Subjects 

The subjects who participated in the investigation were 

secured and selected through the cooperation of Dr. Jean Boudreaux, 

Associate Professor of Speech, University of Arizona and Mrs. 

Maureen Schumacher, speech therapist at Children's Evaluation 

Center, Tucson and the University of Arizona. 

The subjects were residents of Tucson, Arizona and the 

surrounding area. The group of five girls and eleven boys ranged 

in age from four years to eleven years, seven months. 

The following standards were used in selecting the subjects: 

39 
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1. There was diagnostic evidence of an operant language 

dysfunction as measured by the Illinois Test of 

Psycholinguistic Abilities. The test was administered by 

persons in the Speech Department, University of Arizona. 

A description of this test is found immediately follow

ing this section. (See bottom of this page.) 

2. The child was capable of normal or near normal intellectual 

functioning as measured by the Merrill-Palmer Mental 

Ability Scale. This test was administered by qualified 

persons in the Speech Department, University of Arizona. 

3. Both visual and auditory acuity were within normal ranges 

as determined by visual and audiological examination. 

The visual examination was administered by the subject's 

family physician. The audiological examination was 

administered by qualified persons in the Speech Department, 

University of Arizona. 

4. There were no medically diagnosed orthopedic problems 

operant at the time of the investigation. This was 

determined by the subject's family physician inmediately 

following the child's referral to the speech clinic. 

Appointments for testing were made with the parents of the 

participating subjects through the efforts of the speech therapist. 

The parents were told the nature of the study and the amount of time 

that participation in the study would require. 

The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities was selected 

and administered by persons in the Speech Department of the University 

of Arizona but was not actually used in the present investigation. 

However, it is felt that a description of the test would be of value 

to the reader. 
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The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities consists of nine 

subtests which measure the nine psycholinguistic abilities that com

prise language skill. The nine psycholxhguistic abilities are listed 

below. Each definition is accompanied by a brief explanation of how 

the ability is measured. 

I. Tests at the Representational Level 

Tests at this level have one thing in common. They all assess 

some aspect of the subject's ability to deal with meaningful 

symbols—to understand the meaning of symbols, (decoding), to 

express meaningful ideas in symbols (encoding), or to relate sym

bols on a meaningful basis (association). 

A. The Decoding Tests. Decoding is the ability to compre

hend auditory and visual symbols--that is, the ability 

to comprehend spoken words, written words or pictures. 

Test 1. Auditory Decoding is the ability to compre

hend the spoken word. It is assessed by a controlled 

vocabulary test in which the subject is asked to answer 

yes or no by voice or gesture to a series of graded 

questions. 

Test 2. Visual Decoding is the ability to comprehend 

pictures and written words. It is assessed by a picture 

identification technique in which the subject selects 

from among a set of pictures the one which is most 

nearly identical, on a meaningful basis, to a previously 

exposed stimulus picture. 

B. The Association Tests. Association is the ability to 

relate visual or auditory symbols (which stand for ideas) 

in a meaningful way. 

Test 3. Auditory-vocal association is the ability to 

relate spoken words in a meaningful way. This ability is 

tested with the familiar analogies test in which the sub

ject must complete a test statement.by supplying an analogous 

word (e.g., the examiner says SOUP IS HOT; ICE CREAM IS 

). 
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Test 4. Visual-motor association is the ability to 

relate meaningful visual symbols. The present test 

requires the subject to select from among a set of 

pictures the one which most meaningfully relates to a 

given stimulus picture. 

C. The Encoding Tests. Encoding is the ability to put 

ideas into words or gestures. 

Test 5. Vocal encoding is the ability to express one's 

ideas in spoken words. . It is assessed by asking the 

subject to describe simple objects such as a block or 

ball. 

Test 6. Motor encoding is the ability to express one's 

ideas in gestures. The manual language of the deaf is 

an example of motor encoding. This ability is tested 

by showing the subject an object and asking him to 

supply the motion appropriate for manipulating it (e.g., 

drinking from a cup or strumming a guitar). 

II. Tests at the Automatic-Sequential Level 

Tests at this level deal with the non-meaningful uses of 

symbols, principally their long term retention and the short 

term memory of symbol sequences. 

Unlike the representational level tests, no attempt has been 

made to subdivide the automatic-sequential level tests into their 

decoding, association, and encoding aspects because of the lack 

of theoretical clarity at this level. 

A. The Automatic Tests. Our frequent use of a language and 

the abundant redundancies of language lead to highly 

over learned or automatic habits for handling its 

syntactical and inflectional aspects without conscious 

effort. So familiar are we with linguistic structure 

that we come to expect or predict the grammatical 

structure of what will be said or read from what has 

already been seen or heard. 
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In speaking or writing, these automatic habits permit 

one to give conscious attention to the content of a 

message, while the words with \rtiich to express that 

message seem to come automatically. 

Test 7. Auditory-vocal automatic ability permits one 

to predict future linguistic events from past experience. 

It is called "automatic" because it is usually done with

out conscious effort. In listening to a speech, for 

example, we develop an expectation for what will be said 

which is based on what has already been said. In the 

present test, the subject must supply the last word to 

a test statement, invariably a word requiring inflection 

(e.g., the examiner says, FATHER IS OPENING THE CAN. 

NOW THE CAN HAS BEEN ). 

No suitable visual-motor counterpart to this test 

could be designed. The ability to read incomplete 

sentences and supply the correctly reflected word in 

writing would seem an appropriate task, but obviously 

it is not suited for two-and-a-half year old children. 

After many unsuccessful attempts to design a picture 

substitute for the visual-motor channel, the effort 

was abandoned. 

B. The Sequencing Tests. Sequencing, as used here, is the 

ability to correctly reproduce a sequence of symbols; 

it is largely dependent upon visual and/or auditory 

memory. 

Test 8. Auditory-vocal sequencing is the ability to 

correctly repeat a sequence of symbols previously 

heard. It is assessed by a modified digit repetition 

test. 

Test 9. Visual-motor, sequencing is the ability to 

correctly repeat a sequence of symbols previously seen. 

It is tested by requiring the subject to duplicate the 

order of a sequence of pictures or geometrical designs 

presented to the subject and then removed, (48:4-7) 
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Selection of the Testing Instruments 

The test battery used in the investigation consisted of the 

Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scale and a test of laterality and 

dominance as used by Crookes and Green (58). 

The Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scale was selected as a 

testing instrument on the basis of the following standards: 

1. The test measured a variety of both fine and gross motor 

abilities. 

2. The test had well established and satisfactory reli

ability and validity co-efficients. 

3. The instructions were clear and concise and could be 

comprehended by children of varying ages. 

4. The test had established norms against which the subject's 

scores could be interpreted. 

5. The test was relatively simple to administer to children 

of varying ages. 

6. The scoring procedure was well defined, objective and 

easy to duplicate. 

The laterality and dominance test was selected as a testing 

instrument on the basis of the following standards: 

1. The test measured several types of laterality and 

dominance, i.e., dominance of the hand, eye and foot. 

2. The instructions were clear and concise and could be 

comprehended by children of varying ages. 

3. The test had been used in previous experimental situa

tions and was found to be satisfactory (58). 

4. The test was simple to administer. 
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5. The test had a well defined, objective scoring system. 

Description of the Testing Instruments 

The Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scale was designed to 

test the motor ability of young children. It is an individually 

administered scale consisting of thirty-six items involving a wide 

variety of motor skills such as eye-hand co-ordination, finger 

dexterity and gross activity of the trunk, arms, hands and legs. Both 

unilateral and bilateral motor tasks are included in the scale. (37:1) 

Approximately two-thirds of the items consisted of hand and 

arm movements measuring speed, dexterity, co-ordination and rhythm. 

The remaining items were gross motor items. Balance was measured by 

seven items, and four items were concerned with jumping skills, with 

two of the four items combining both jumping and balance skills. 

The maximum possible score on each item was three points. 

Scoring on fourteen items in the scale was either three or zero. Six 

items were scored 3-2-0 and the remaining sixteen items were scored 

3-2-1-0. No explanation was given for this variation in scoring. 

The specific items, including the investigator's impression 

of what each measured—shown in parentheses, were: 

1. Walking backwards, six feet. (Dynamic balance) 

2. Crouching on tip toe. (Static balance) 



3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7, 

8, 

9, 

10, 

11, 

12, 

13, 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 
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Standing on one foot. (Static balance) 

Touching nose. (Gross arm co-ordination and kinesthesis) 

Touching fingertips. (Dexterity) 

Tapping rhythmically with feet and fingers. (Rhythm) 

Jumping over a rope. (Agility) 

Finger movement. (Dexterity) 

Standing heel to toe. (Static balance) 

Close and open hands alternately. (Rhythm and dexterity) 

Making dots. (Rhythm and dexterity) 

Catching a ball. (Hand-eye co-ordination) 

Making a ball.. ("Dexterity) 

Winding thread. (Dexterity) 

Balancing a rod crosswise. (Dexterity) 

Describing circles in the air. (Dexterity) 

Tapping, fifteen seconds. (Dexterity) 

Placing coins and matchsticks. (Dexterity) 

Jump and turn around. (Agility and balance) 

Putting matchsticks in a box. (Dexterity) 

Winding thread while walking. (Dexterity and gross co

ordination of arms and legs) 

Throwing a ball. (Hand-eye co-ordination) 

Sorting matchsticks. (Dexterity) 

Drawing lines. (Dexterity and hand-eye co-ordination) 
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25. Cutting a circle. (Dexterity and hand-eye co-ordination) 

26. Putting coins in a box, fifteen seconds. (Dexterity) 

27. Tracing mazes. (Dexterity and hand-eye co-ordination) 

28. Balancing on tiptoe. (Static balance) 

29. Tapping with feet and fingers. (Rhythm) 

30. Jump, touch heels. (Agility) 

31. Tap feet and describe circles. (Rhythm and dexterity) 

32. Stand on one foot. (Static balance) 

33. Jumping and clapping. (Agility and balance) 

34. Balancing on tiptoe. (Static balance) 

35. Opening and closing hands. (Dexterity) 

36. Balancing a rod vertically. (Dexterity) 

For a more detailed description of the individual test items, the reader 

is referred to the test manual. (37) 

The Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scale has been standard

ized on 380 males and 369 females ranging in age from 5-1/2 to fourteen 

years. The number of subjects at each age level ranged from thirty-nine 

to forty-six. All subjects used in the standardization procedures were 

obtained from public schools in small towns in Central Illinois. (37:6) 

Reliability of the Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scale was 

determined by a split half reliability coefficient. The odd even 

reliability coefficients for males and females were .96 and .97 respec

tively. (37:12) 
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In addition, a retest of 109 of the original subjects was per

formed after one year. The correlation between the original test score 

and the retest score with age partiale<J out was .70. However, Sloan 

(37:12) stated that this was not an orthodox reliability study since the 

time between test and retest was too long and many factors could affect 

performance on the test. Sloan (37:13) further reported that the subjects' 

performances on the test showed remarkable stability and this indicated 

that if a test-retest study were performed with a shorter interval 

between testings, the reliability of the scale as measured by stability 

of performance would be quite high. 

In discussing content validity, Sloan stated that the items 

11. . . measured motor proficiency, but because of the vagueness of this 

concept and the absence of appropriate statistical and theoretical 

analysis it is difficult to evaluate how adequate these items were in 

doing this." (37:13) 

Sloan summarized the discussion of the scale's validity by stat

ing: 

(a) the test items sample a fairly comprehensive area of motor 

ability; (b) the test correlates well with age and is capable of 

discriminating between children of different ages; (c) the items 

seem to be homogeneous and are saturated in a general factor of 

maturation and probably other common factors; (d) the test cor

relates low, but positively, with other tests of motor ability. 

(37:14) 
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The laterality and dominance test selected for this investiga

tion consisted of observing the hand, eye or foot used in various choice 

situations as follows: 

1. Hand used for writing, one trial. 

2. Hand used for throwing, five trials. 

3. Hand used for catching when instructed to use one hand, 

three trials. 

4. Eye used for counting fingers when looking through a small 

hole in the center of a piece of cardboard held in two 

hands, three trials in three directions. 

5. Foot used in kicking, three trials. 

The original test as used by Crookes and Green (59) included the 

additional item of eye used in naming pictures when looking through a 

V-scope, five trials. Since a V-scope was not available, and since eye 

dominance was being measured by item four, it was felt that this item 

could be eliminated without affecting the test results. 

The test, as described by Crookes and Green (58), gave no 

specific instructions pertaining to equipment. For the purposes of the 

present investigation, the following equipment was used. A plain sheet 

of paper approximately 8-1/2 by eleven inches and an ordinary lead 

pencil were used in administering item one; a tennis ball was used in 

administering items two and three; a plain piece of cardboard, approxi

mately 8-1/2 inches by 5-1/2 inches was used in administering item four. 

A soccer ball was used to administer the fifth item. 
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The size of the cardboard used in item four was arbitrarily 

chosen, although it was felt that cardboard of that approximate size 

was small enough to be handled by young children and large enough to 

blot out all undesired vision. The size of the hole in the cardboard 

was one-quarter inch in diameter and was arbitrarily chosen. 

Administration and Scoring of the Lincoln-Oseretsky 

Motor Development Scale and the Laterality Test 

The tests were administered in the Liberal Arts Annex Building 

on the campus of the University of Arizona at various times from 

January 21, 1966 to April 2, 1966. The battery of two tests was 

administered to the sixteen subjects by the investigator. All subjects 

were tested individually and in one session, with the exception of one 
i 

subject, who was tested in two sessions. The length of the testing 

session varied from approximately 1-1/2 to two hours. 

The laterality test was administered first during the testing 

session. In order to avoid influencing the choice of side used by the 

subject, and in order to,standardize the test administration, the 

following procedures were used: in administering the first item, the 

subject was seated at a table and the pencil and paper were placed 

directly in front of the subject with the pencil lying in the center of 

the paper; in administering item two, the ball was held out directly in 

front of the subject; in administering the third item, the ball was 
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lobbed underhand directly toward the subject from a distance of approxi

mately eight feet; in administering item four, it was noted that some of 

the younger children could not count the number of fingers held up by the 

examiner. In these instances, the process of pointing to a common 

object, such as a chair, was substituted and the subject was asked to 

name the object. In administering the final item, the soccer ball was 

placed directly in front of the subject. 

The laterality test was scored according to the method outlined 

by Crookes and Green (58). The procedure included recording which side 

of the body (hand, eye or foot) was used in each trial of a particular 

task. If a subject performed fourteen or fifteen trials with the same 

side, the subject was termed "consistent" in laterality. If the same 

side was used in less than fourteen trials, the laterality of the 

subject was termed "inconsistent." The results of this test are found 

in Chapter IV. A sample score sheet, devised by the writer for the 

purpose of the present investigation, is included in the Appendix. The 

verbal directions given in the administration of the test are also 

included in the Appendix. 

The Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scale was administered 

according to the directions in the test manual, with two exceptions: 

(1) Due to the extreme hyperactivity of many of the subjects, it was 

necessary to allow frequent rest periods during the testing session; 
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(2) Item seven allowed one trial to attempt a jump over a rope sixteen 

inches from the floor. Many subjects were frightened by the height of 

the rope and refused to try the jump. For this reason, the rope was 

lowered to a height of three inches for the first jump. After each 

successful jump, the rope was raised several inches until the subject 

was unable to successfully complete the jump, or until a height of 

sixteen inches was reached. 

The Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scale was scored accord

ing to the directions in the test manual. The results of the test are 

found in Chapter IV. A sample score sheet is included in the Appendix. 

Methods Used in Analyzing the Data 

Statistical analyses as well as logical inferences concerning 

the subjects' motor behavior were drawn from the data. The degree of 

relationship between motor maturation and language maturation was 

determined by treating the data with a rank order correlation (rho). 

The results of these analyses are discussed in detail in Chapter IV. 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

The data obtained from the administration of the Lincoln-

Oseretsky Motor Development Scale and the laterality and dominance test 

are presented in the following chapter. The first section of the 

chapter presents those findings relative to a comparison of total scores 

made by the subjects on the LOMDS and their equivalent percentile scores 

taken from the norms in the test manual. The second part of the 

chapter presents those findings relative to a comparison of scores 

made on items measuring agility, balance and dexterity. This section 

also presents a comparison of the items most frequently passed and the 

items most frequently failed by the experimental group. Section three 

is concerned with those findings pertaining to the laterality and 

dominance choices of the subjects. The fourth section of the chapter 

presents a comparison between the total language scores of the subjects, 

as measured by the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities, and the 

total motor scores of the subjects as measured by the LOMDS. 

53 
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A Comparison of the Subjects' Total Scores on the 

Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scale 

with Established Norms 

A comparison of the total scores made by the sixteen subjects on 

the LOMDS with percentile norms as established by Sloan are presented in 

Table 1, page 55. Sloan's established norms begin at age five years, 

six months. Two of the subjects in the study were four years of age and, 

therefore, were too young to be included in the comparison. In Table 1, 

this is indicated by a dash under the heading Percentile. Because four 

subjects were but a few months younger than the age indicated in the 

established norms, percentiles were given for these subjects using the 

norm established for age five years, six months. In Table 1 these cases 

are indicated by parentheses under the column heading "Percentile." 

It will be noted in Table 1 that, while raw scores tended to 

increase with age, the increase was not sufficient to cause a cor

responding increase in percentile scores. The highest percentile 

achieved by any subject was a score of twenty-three. The highest raw 

score, sixty-one, was achieved by the oldest subject, who was eleven 

years, seven months of age at the time of the test. 

Comparisons of the mean scores of language disordered children 

on the LOMDS with established norms are presented in Table 2, page 56. 

In all cases, the mean scores of the subjects were well below the estab

lished normative values reported by Sloan. The mean scores of the six 
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TABLE 1 

COMPARISON OF TOTAL SCORES OF LANGUAGE DISORDERED CHILDREN ON 

THE LINCOLN-OSERETSKY MOTOR DEVELOPMENT SCALE WITH THE 

ESTABLISHED PERCENTILE NORMS 

Age Total Percentile (norms 

Subjects (years & month) raw score for males & females) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

4.1 1 -* 

4.5 2 -

5.2 14 (14)** 

5.2 12 (12) 

5.3 2 (2) 

5.4 2 (2) 

5.9 14 14 

5.11 3 3 

6 6 6 

6.1 9 8 

6.3 10 9 

6.4 20 23 

7 0 0 

8 18 2 

8.10 54 13 

11.7 61 2 

*The dash indicates subjects who were too young to be included in the 

comparison. No percentiles were available for this age group. 

**The parentheses indicate subjects who, although several months younger 

than age five years, six months, were included in this age group and 

had percentiles assigned accordingly. 



TABLE 2 

A COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES OF LANGUAGE DISORDERED CHILDREN ON THE 

LINCOLN-OSERETSKY MOTOR DEVELOPMENT SCALE WITH ESTABLISHED NORMS 

Males Females 

Norms Test Subjects Norms Test Subjects 

Age N. Mean SD N. Mean Age N. Mean SD N. Mean 

Under 

Six 

- - 3 1.66 Under 

Six 

- - - 3 9.33 

6 40 32.53 16.12 5 11.80 6 40 33.33 14.55 1 3 

7 46 56.74 15.64 1 0 7 41 49.95 15.18 -

8 41 65.39 15.71 1 18 8 39 64.85 17.67 - -

9 44 81.39 15.07 1 54 9 39 67.74 16.91 - -

12 40 112.83 21.30 - - 12 41 114.10 18.69 1 61 

Note: The dashes indicate that no subjects were available for that particular age group. 

Ln 
ON 
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and nine year old males were approximately two standard deviations 

below the norms, while the mean scores for seven and eight year old 

males were over three standard deviations below the reported mean. The 

mean scores of six and twelve year old females were three standard 

deviations below the norm. 

A comparison of the subjects 1 raw motor scores on the LOMDS 

with the established mean scores is presented in Figure 1, page 58. 

Again it will be noted that the scores of all the subjects were well 

below the established means for any particular age group. 

Thus, language disordered children scored well below normal on 

the LOMDS and this would seem to indicate very poor motor development. 

However, since raw scores did improve with age, it would seem that 

language disordered children were developing some of the motor patterns 

and abilities tested by the LOMDS, but at a rate that was much delayed 

when compared with non-handicapped children. This finding seemed to 

agree with the clinical observations of Luchsinger and Arnold (24) 

reported in Chapter II. However, it should be remembered that the 

number of subjects involved in this investigation was extremely small. 
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Comparisons of Subjects' Performances on Items Involving 

Ability. Balance. Dexterity and the Handling of Objects 

Agility 

A comparison of the subjects' performances on agility measures 

in the LQMDS is presented in Table 3, page 60. In Table 3, a score of 

zero indicates continued failure after the allotted number of trials 

were completed. A score of three indicates successful performance of a 

particular task. It will be noted that only three of the sixteen sub

jects successfully completed any of the agility items. One of these 

subjects successfully performed on two items, and the remaining two 

subjects performed successfully on one agility item. 

It should be noted, however, that the items in the LOMDS are 

arranged according to difficulty, with easier items appearing earlier in 

the scale sequence. Of the four items in the scale measuring agility, 

three are found in the second half of the test. Apparently Sloan con

sidered these to be relatively difficult items. Therefore it is quite 

probable that many of the subjects failed some of the items simply 

because they were too difficult in terms of age expectancy. 

The three subjects who did achieve some degree of success on 

agility measures were among the oldest children included in the study. 

Nevertheless, all of the scoring on agility measures, with one exception, 

was achieved on item seven, which Sloan apparently considered the 



TABLE 3 

A*"CGMPARISON OF THE SUBJECTS' PERFORMANCES ON AGILITY MEASURES IN 

THE LINCOLN-OSERETSKY MOTOR DEVELOPMENT SCALE 

Test Items 

7. Jumping over 19. Jump & turn 30. Jump, touch 33. Jump, clap & 

Subjects Age rope—1 trial about—-1 trial heels--1 trial land on tip toes 

3 trials 

1 4.1 0 0 0 0 

2 4.5 0 0 0 0 

3 5.2 0 0 0 0 

4 5.2 0 0 0 0 

5 5.3 0 0 0 0 

6 5.4 0 0 0 0 

7 5.9 0 0 0 0 

8 5.11 0 0 0 0 

9 6 0 0 0 0 

10 6.1 0 0 0 0 

11 6.3 3 0 0 0 



TABLE 3—Continued 

Subjects Age 

7. Jumping over 

rope--1 trial 

19. Jump & turn 

about—1 trial 

30. Jump, touch 

heels~l trial 

33. Jump, clap & 

land on tip toes 

3 trials 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

6.4 

7 

8 

8.10 

11.7 

0 

0 

3 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Note: A score of three is the highest possible score and denotes successful performance, 

on the first trial. A score of zero indicates continued failure after all allotted 

trials were completed. 
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easiest agility measure involved. This would seem to indicate these 

children were capable of developing some of the skills necessary for 

body agility, but at a rate much delayed when compared with normal 

children. 

In addition, visual observations were made as the subjects per

formed the various agility measures. Generally, the movements appeared 

more awkward, clumsy and heavy than those of a non-handicapped child of 

comparable age. The subjects, in most cases, evidenced a great deal of 

hyperactivity. "One jump" would degenerate into a series of jumps or 

hops. Frequently, in attempting to execute a jump turn, the subject 

would fall down, get up and begin to jump again at a very rapid pace. 

Many of the subjects appeared to have difficulty combining two actions. 

Item nineteen required the subject to jump and turn 180 degrees. Many 

of the subjects jumped first, then turned, or turned first, and then 

jumped. Item thirty-three required the subject to jump into the air 

and clap three times before landing. In a majority of cases, the sub

jects jumped and landed, and then clapped. 

Balance 

A comparison of the subjects' performances on balance measures 

in the LOMDS is presented in Table 4, page 63. On all of the items in 

Table 4, a score of three denotes successful performance after the first 

trial. A zero denotes' continued failure after all allotted trials were 



TABLE 4 

A COMPARISON OF THE SUBJECTS 1 PERFORMANCES ON BALANCE MEASURES IN 

THE LINCOLN-OSERETSKY MOTOR DEVELOPMENT SCALE j 

Subjects 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Test Items Age 4.1 4.5 5.2 5.2 5.3 5,4 5.9 5.11 6 6.1 6.3 6.4 7 8 8.10 11.7 

1. Walking backward 

6 feet, two trials 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 3003 2 

2. Crouching on tip 

toes--two trials 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0002 0 

3. Standing on one foot 

2 trials R 00 00000003 020000 

2 trials L 00000000000 0 0000 

9. Standing heel to 

toe--two trials 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 03 0 0003 0 

19. Jump and turn 

about--one trial 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0000 0 

28. Balancing on tip 

toes—one trial 0 0 0 0 0 03 0 00 0 0000 0 

32. Stand on one foot 

1 trial R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0000 0 

1 trial L 0000000000000000 



TABLE 4—Continued 

Subjects 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Test Items Age 4.1 4.5 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.9 5.11 6 6.1 6.3 6.4 7 8 8.10 11.7 

33. Jumping and 

clapping 

3 trials 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0000 0 

34. Balancing on tip 

toe 

1 trial R 00000 00000000000 

1 trial L 0000000000000000 

Note; A score of three denotes successful performance after the first trial. A zero denotes 

continued failure after all allotted trials were completed. A score of two indicates 

failure on the first trial, but successful performance on the second trial. 

ON 
-P> 
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completed. A score of two indicates failure on the first trial, but 

successful performance on the second trial. 

A total of seven subjects achieved successful performance on 

one or several of the nine balance items included in the scale. Of 

these seven, four subjects evidenced one success, two subjects achieved 

two successes and one subject performed successfully on three items. The 

three subjects who achieved success on more than one balance item were 

among the oldest children in the group. 

It should be noted that four of the nine balance items are found 

in the first quarter of the scale. This would indicate that Sloan 

considered them to be relatively easy items to perform. All scoring on 

balance items, with one exception, was achieved on these four tafeks, 

yet the subjects evidencing success on these items were generally among 

the oldest children in the group. 

The balance item on which the subjects achieved the most success 

was item one. This is not only the easiest balance item included in 

the scale but the only item which measured dynamic balance. A total of 

four subjects, or one-quarter of the group, evidenced some degree of 

success on this item. However, since only this one item measured 

dynamic balance, it was not possible to draw any conclusions regarding 

the group's ability in dynamic balance as opposed to ability in static 

balance. It would seem, as a whole, that this group of language 
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disordered children evidenced problems in both dynamic and static 

balance when compared with non-handicapped children. 

It should be noted in Table 4, that two of the four children 

who evidenced successful performance on the dynamic balance item, item 

one, were unable to achieve successful performance on any static 

balance items. Also, three subjects who achieved success on one or 

more static balance items were unable to perform successfully the 

dynamic balance item, although it was supposedly the easiest item in 

the scale. Thus, it may be that two separate skills are involved, and 

proficiency in static balance does not necessarily imply ability in 

dynamic balance and vice versa. 

In addition, visual observations were made as the subjects' 

performed the various balance items. Generally, all the subjects 

appeared to have extreme difficulty in performing balance tasks. Many 

subjects could not assume even momentarily, a balanced position on 

tip toes or on one foot. Those children who could assume such a posi

tion, in general, could not maintain the position for more than a few 

seconds. In most tasks, the required time limit was ten seconds, and 

this was much too long for the majority of the subjects. 

Dexterity 

A comparison of the subjects' performances on the dexterity and 

manual co-ordination measures in the LOMDS is presented in Table 5, 



TABLE 5 

A COMPARISON OF THE SUBJECTS1 PERFORMANCES ON THE DEXTERITY AND MANUAL CO-ORDINATION 

MEASURES IN THE LINCOLN-OSERETSKY MOTOR DEVELOPMENT SCALE 

Subjects 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Test Items Age 4.1 4.5 5.2 TJ 5.3 5.4 5.9 iTTl 6 6.1 6.3 6.4 7 8 8.10 11.7 

5. Touching fingertips 

Two trials R 0030002 000000 0 22 

Two trials L j0000000000000223 

8. Finger movement 

Three trials 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 00003 

10. Close & open hands, 

alternately 

Three trials 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0003 2 

11. Making dots 

Two trials 0000000000000000 

13. Making a ball 

Two trials R 0001110001010113 

Two trials L 0001010001020110 

14. Winding thread 

One trial R 0000000000000001 

One trial L 0001000000010013 



TABLE 5—Continued 

Subjects 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14. 15 16 

Test Items Age 4.1 4.5 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.9 5.11 6 6.1 6.3 6.4 7 8 8.10 11.7 

15. Balancing a rod 

crosswise 

Three trials R 0000000000000000 

Three trials L 0000000000000033 

16. Describing circles 

in the air 

One trial 0000000000000000 

17. Tapping (15") 

Two trials R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0000 0 

Two trials L 0000000000000002 

18. Placing coins & 

matchsticks 

One trial 0001 000010000111 

20. Putting matchsticks 

in a box 

One trial 0001 0011 1012012 0 

21. Winding thread 

while walking 

One trial R 0001000100000002 

One trial L 0001000100000002 
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TABLE 5--Continued 

Subjects 

i 8 9 10 U 12 13 14 15 16 

Test Items Age 4.1 4.5 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.9 5.11 6 6.1 6.3 6.4 7 8 8.10 11.7 

23. Sorting matchsticks 

One trial R 000000000000000 I 

One trial L 0000000000000112 

24. Drawing lines 

Two trials R 0000000000110011 

Two trials L 0000000000000011 

25. Cutting a circle 

One trial R 000000000 000021 0 

One trial L 0000001010000213 

26. Putting coins in 

a box (15") 

One trial R 1001001000220000 

One trial L 0001001000120121 

27. Tracing mazes 

One trial R 0000000000 01 00020 

One trial L 0000000000 0 00022 

31. Tap feet & 

describe circles 

One trial 0000000000000000 



TABLE 5—Continued 

Subjects 

Test Items Age 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Test Items Age 4.1 4.5 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.9 5.11 6 6.1 6.3 6.4 7 8 8.10 11.7 

35. Opening & closing 

hands 

One trial 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

36. Balancing a rod i 

vertically 

Three trials R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Three trials L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Note: A score of three indicates successful performance after one trial and a score of zero 

indicates unsuccessful perfomance after all allotted trials were completed. A great 

majority of the items were timed. Completion time was compared to norms in the test 

manual and the appropriate score was awarded. 
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page 67. A score of three indicates successful performance after one 

trial and a score of zero indicates unsuccessful performance after all 

allotted trials were completed. A great majority of the items were 

timed. Completion time was compared to norms in the test manual and 

the appropriate score was awarded. It should be noted that the scale 

was heavily weighted with dexterity items. Twenty items, or a total of 

thirty-two different tasks measure dexterity and manual co-ordination. 

This is approximately two-thirds of the entire scale. 

Of the twenty dexterity measures included in the scale, ten are 

included in the first half of the test and are, therefore, supposedly 

easy to perform. However, the majority of the scoring occurs on items 

found in the second half of the scale, the supposedly more difficult 

tasks. The group accomplished thirty-two different successes in the 

first half of the scale as compared with forty-six successes in the 

latter half of the scale. Only two of the sixteen subjects failed to 

achieve success on at least one dexterity item. It should be noted on 

Table 5, however, that a majority of scores achieved on dexterity 

measures were scores of one. This would indicate a completion time so 

slow as to barely qualify, or, success after two previous failures. 

Thus, even though the group achieved greater success on dexterity 

measures, as compared with measures of balance or agility, the per

formance of the group was still well below average. 
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Again, the majority of the scoring was accomplished by the older 

children in the group. This would seem to indicate that these language 

disordered children were capable of developing some degree of manual 

dexterity, but at a rate much delayed when compared With non-handicapped 

children. 

One reason which may partly account for the group's "success" 

in performing dexterity measures as opposed to measures of balance or 

agility was the fact that different factors seemed to be involved. 

Dexterity skills are composed of fine neuro-muscular co-ordinations, 

such as are fotind in pencil and paper tasks and in manipulating small 

objects. Balance and agility skills, on the other hand, involve gross 

neuro-muscular co-ordinations. There is evidence to suggest that fine 

neuro-muscular co-ordinations, paper and pencil tasks, etc., may not be 

indicative of gross motor ability. Proficiency in fine neuro-muscular 

co-ordination does not necessarily indicate proficiency in gross neuro

muscular activity. 

In addition, visual observations were made as the subjects per

formed the various dexterity tasks. The subjects' movements appeared 

jerky and gross, even though the task required limited and rather smooth 

movement for most efficient execution. Tasks requiring the reproduction 

of certain movement patterns were performed in a very incomplete and 

immature manner. This finding agreed with clinical observations made by 

Luchsinger and Arnold (24) as reported in Chapter II. 
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Several of the subjects evidenced "overflow" of movement to 

tongue and facial muscles while performing tasks requiring fine move

ments. 

Handling Objects 

A comparison of the subjects' performances on items requiring 

the handling of objects is presented in Table 6, page 74. A score of 

three indicates the best possible performance, and a score of zero 

indicates continued failure after all allotted trials were completed. 

Many of the items were timed. The completion times were equated with 

scoring norms in the test manual and scored accordingly. Scores of one 

or two indicate varying degrees of success on a particular item. 

A total of thirteen subjects achieved some degree of success on 

one or more of the items in this category. Although seven of the 

sixteen items requiring the handling of objects were found in the 

first half of the scale, and were supposedly the easier items to 

perform, the majority of ther scoring occurred on the more difficult 

items. There were thirty different successes on the items in the first 

half of the scale, as opposed to fifty-eight successes on the more 

difficult items. 

Again, as was true with dexterity skills, the group as a whole 

was much more successful in completing items requiring the handling of 

objects than it was in performing balance or agility tasks. However, a 
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TABLE 6 

A COMPARISON OF THE SUBJECTS' PERFORMANCES ON ITEMS REQUIRING THE HANDLING OF OBJECTS 

IN THE LINCOLN-OSERETSKY MOTOR DEVELOPMENT SCALE 

Subjects 

Test item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

and object Age 4.1 4.5 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.9 5.11 6 6.1 6.3 6.4 7 8 8.10 11.7 

11. Making dots 

2 pencils 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0000 0 

2 trials 0000000000000000 

12. Catching a ball 

Tennis Ball 

5 trials R 0000000000000033 

5 trials L 0000000000000002 

13. Making a ball 

2 trials R 0001110001010113 

2 trials L 0001010001020110 

14. Winding thread 

Spool of thread 

1 trial R 0000000000000001 

1 trial L 0001000000010013 



TABLE 6—Continued 

Subjects 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Test item 

and object Age 4.1 4.5 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.9 5.11 6 6.1 6.3 6.4 7 8 8.10 11.7 

15. Balancing a rod 

Crosswise on index 

finger—18 inch rod 

3 trials R 0000000000000000 

3 trials L 0000000000000033 

17. Tapping pencil 

2 trials R 0000000000000000 

2 trials L 000000000000000 2 

18. Coins & matches 

20 matchsticks & 

20 pennies 

1 trial 0001000010000111 

20. Putting matchsticks 

in a box 

20 matchsticks 

1 trial 0001 001110 1 2012 0 

21. Winding thread 

•while walking 

Spool of thread 

1 trial R 0001000100000002 

1 trial L 00 .01000100000002 



TABLE 6--Continued 

Subjects 

Test item 1 2 3 4 5 6,7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

and object Age 4.1 4.5 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.9 5.11 6 6.1 6.3 6.4 7 8 8.10 11.7 

22. Throwing a ball 

Tennis ball 

5 trials R (J0001 02 001210222 

5 trials L 0020000000000122 

23. Sorting matchsticks 

40 matchsticks 

1 trial R 0000000000000001 

1 trial L 0000000000000112 

24. Drawing lines 

Pencil 

2 trials R 0000000000110011 

2 trials L 00000000000 0001 1 

25. Cutting a circle 

Scissors 

1 trial R 0000000000000210 

1 trial L 0000001010000213 

26. Putting coins in 

box—20 pennies 

1 trial R 1001001000220000 

1 trial L 0001001000120121 



TABLE 6--Continued 

Subjects 

Test item 

and object Age 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Test item 

and object Age 4.1 4.5 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.9 5.11 6 6.1 6.3 6.4 7 8 8.10 11.7 

27. Tracing mazes 

pencil 

1 trial R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 

1 trial L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 

36. Balancing a rod 

vertically 

18 inch rod 

3 trials R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 trials L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Note: A score of three denotes successful performance after the first trial, and a score of zero 

denotes continued failure after all allotted trials or times were completed. Scores of one 

or two denote varying degrees of success. 

-vl 
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majority of successes in this category were achieved by scores of one. 

This indicates success after two previous failures, or a completion 

time so slow that it barely qualified. Thus, the group's overall 

performance in this category appeared to be well below normal. 
* 

One possible reason for the numerous successes found in this 

category and the category involving dexterity skills is that many items 

overlap. Many of the dexterity skills involved the manipulation of 

small objects, and most of the items requiring the handling of objects 

did, in fact, measure dexterity. Thus, these two categories involved 

mainly fine neuro-muscular co-ordinations, while balance and agility 

skills involved gross neuro-muscular activities. 

Two items in this category involved gross neuro-muscular co

ordinations. These were item twelve, catching a ball, and item 

twenty-two, throwing a ball at a target. Only two of the sixteen sub

jects evidenced some degree of success on item twelve. Since this 

item involved the catching of a ball thrown underhand from a distance of 

ten feet, a relatively easy task, it would seem that the group's per

formance on this item was considerably below that of a non-handicapped 

group. 

On item twenty-two, throwing a ball at a target eight feet away, 

nine subjects achieved partial success. Of these nine subjects, three 

managed to score with both right and left hand. However, all scores 
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were quite low. Out of a total of ten trials, seven of the children 

failed to hit the target at all, and six subjects hit the target three 

or fewer times. Only the three oldest subjects hit the target more 

than three times, and they achieved four hits each. Thus it would seem 

that these language disordered children have great difficulty with 

gross hand-eye co-ordinations such as catching and throwing. 

The majority of success in this category, as in the other 

categories examined, was concentrated among the older children. This 

would seem to indicate that these language disordered children were 

capable of developing some degree of skill necessary for the proficient 

handling of objects, but as a much delayed rate when compared with 

similar development in non-handicapped children. 

In addition, visual observations were made as the subjects 

performed the various tasks. In a majority of cases, the subjects 

evidenced a peculiar "claw-like" grip when handling objects, particularly 

pencils and spools of thread. This was perhaps the same phenomenon 

that Travis (40) identified as "inerior grasp" in his clinical observa

tions reported in Chapter II. 

The throwing patterns of the subjects varied widely, but all 

appeared to be very awkward and clumsy. Aim was quite erratic and it 

appeared that many "hits" to the target were due to chance and not to 

accuracy of aim. In attempting to execute a "catching" skill, the 

movements in the majority of cases were again very awkward and clumsy. 
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There appeared to be very little hand-eye co-ordination. In most cases, 

the arm was extended rather stiffly forward with the hand open and with 

the fingers, hand and wrist in a rigid position. Frequently the ball 

bounced off the open palm but was not caught. When the flight of the 

ball deviated slightly, attempts to change hand position to intercept 

the ball were extremely incomplete, or in some cases, non-existent. 

Items Most Frequently Passed 

A comparison of items passed by five or more subjects, or 

approximately one-third of the total group, is presented in Table 7, 

page 81. Although items 22 and 25 were performed and scored separately 

for both hands, five or more subjects passed only the right hand trial 

in item 22 and only the left hand trial in item 25. 

It should be noted in Table 7 that no more than eight, or one-

half of the group, passed any one item in the scale. The LOMDS con

tained 53 different tasks, including those items performed with both 

the right and the left hands, yet only seven tasks were completed with 

some degree of success by one-third or more of the group. 

With one exception, all the items passed by five or more subjects 

required manipulation of some object. Also, with only one exception, 

all tasks passed by one-third or more of the group involved fine neuro

muscular co-ordination. No balance or agility items were passed by one-

third or more of the group despite the fact that balance and gross 
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TABLE 7 

A COMPARISON OF ITEMS IN THE LINCOLN-OSERETSKY MOTOR 

DEVELOPMENT SCALE PASSED BY FIVE 

OR MORE SUBJECTS 

Number Skill Objects 

Item Passing Involved Involved 

4. Touching nose 

with finger tips 

Kinesthesis None 

13. Making a ball 

right hand 

left hand 

8 
6 

Dexterity Cigarette paper 

18. Placing coins & 

matchsticks in 

box 

Dexterity 20 pennies 

20 matchsticks 

20. Putting matchsticks 8 Dexterity 

in a box 

20 matchsticks 

22. Throwing a ball--

right hand 

8 Gross body co-ordina- Ball 

tion 

Hand-eye co-ordination 

25. Cutting a circle 

left hand 

Dexterity Scissors 

Manual co-ordination 

26. Putting coins in a 

box 

right hand 

left hand 

.5 

7 

Dexterity 20 pennies 
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neuro-muscular co-ordinations are normally established earlier in a 

child's development than are most fine neuro-muscular skills. 

The majority of items passed by five or more subjects was found 

in the latter half of the scale, indicating that Sloan considered these 

among the more difficult of the items in the scale. From this it would 

seem that these language disordered children were more adept in execut

ing "difficult" tasks requiring fine neuro-muscular co-ordinations than 

they were in executing "easier" tasks requiring gross neuro-muscular 

co-ordinations such as those balance, agility and catching items found 

in the first half of the LOMDS. 

Items Passed by Two or Fewer Subjects 

A comparison of items passed by two or fewer subjects is presented 

in Table 8, page 83. As pointed out previously, the LQMDS contained 

thirty-six different items. Since some of these items are scored with 

both the right and the left side, there were actually fifty-three 

different tasks to be performed. Of the fifty-three tasks included in 

the scale, thirty-three or 60 per cent of the items-were passed by two 

or fewer subjects. These items were rather evenly distributed throughout 

the scale, with approximately the same number of items failed in the 

first half of the test as in the second half. The fact that only 40 

per cent of the test items were passed by more than two subjects would 
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TABLE 8 

A COMPARISON OF ITEMS IN THE LINCOLN-OSERETSKY MOTOR 

DEVELOPMENT SCALE PASSED BY TWO 

OR FEWER SUBJECTS 

Item 

Number 

Passing 

Skill 

Involved 

Objects 

Involved 

2. Crouching on tip 

toe 

Static balance None 

3. Standing on one foot 

right 2 

left 2 

Static balance None 

6. Tapping rhythmical

ly with fingers and 

feet 

Rhythm None 

8. Finger movement 1 

10. Opening & closing 2 

hands alternately 

Dexterity 

Manual 

co-ordination 

None 

None 

11. Making dots 0 Rhythm 

Dexterity 

Two pencils 

12. Catching a ball 

right hand 

left hand 

2 Hand-eye 

1 co-ordination 

Tennis ball 

14. Winding thread 

right hand Dexterity Spool of thread 

15. Balancing a rod on 

the index finger 

right hand 

left hand 

0 

2 
Dexterity Wooden rod 

16. Describing circles 

in the air 0 Dexterity None 



TABLE 8—Continued 
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Item 

Number 

Passing 

Skill 

Involved 

Objects 

Involved 

17. Tapping 

right hand 

left hand 

0 

1 

Dexterity Pencil 

19. Jump & turn about 0 

Land & hold balance 

23. Sorting matchsticks 

right hand 1 

24. Drawing lines 

left hand 2 

25. Cutting a circle 

right hand 2 

27. Tracing mazes 

right hand 

left hand 

1 

2 

Balance and 

Agility 

Dexterity 

Dexterity 

Dexterity 

Dexterity 

None 

Forty matchsticks 

Pencil 

Scissors 

Pencil 

28. Balancing on 

tip toe 

29. Tapping with feet 

and fingers 

30. Jump and touch 

heels 

0 

Static balance 

Rhythm and hand 

foot co-ordination 

Agility 

None 

None 

None 

31. Tapping feet & 

describing circles 

with fingers 

32. Standing on one foot 

Eyes closed 

right foot 

left foot 

0 

0 

Dexterity and None 

general co-ordination 

Static 

Balance 

None 
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Item 

Number 

Passing 

Skill 

Involved 

Objects 

Involved 

33. Jumping and 

clapping 

0 Agility and 

Static Balance 

None 

34. Balancing on tip 

toe 

right 

left 

0 

0 

Static 

Balance 

None 

35. Opening & closing 

hands 

Dexterity and 

Manual 

Co-ordination 

None 

36. Balancing a rod 

vertically 

right hand 

left hand 

0 

0 

Dexterity Wooden rod 
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seem to be a further indication of the immature motor development 

evidenced by these children. 

The scale included eleven separate tasks demanding some sort of 

balance skill. Of these eleven tasks, many of which were in the first 

half of the scale, ten were passed by two or fewer subjects. 

There were five different items in the scale requiring the 

execution of rhythmical patterns. Although three of the five items 

were in the first half of the test, all five rhythm tasks were passed 

by two or fewer subjects. Of the four agility tasks included in the 

scale, three were passed by two or fewer subjects. 

The scale included twenty items, or thirty-two different tasks 

that purported to measure dexterity. Of these thirty-two tasks, sixteen 

or 50 per cent were passed by two or fewer subjects. Thus while the 

subjects performed more proficiently in this category of tasks than in 

any other, they still exhibited difficulties in executing tasks requir

ing dexterity skills. 

The LOMDS contained thirty-one different tasks requiring the 

manipulation of objects as opposed to twenty-two items requiring the 

use of no objects. However, the majority of items passed by two or 

fewer subjects, and therefore, the items which caused the subjects the 

most difficulty, were items requiring no objects in their execution. 

It should be pointed out that a majority of these items were composed of 
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large movement skills and gross neuro-muscular co-ordinations. The 

items requiring the manipulation of objects were, in general, composed 

of tasks demanding fine neuro-muscular co-ordinations in their 

execution. 

Thus, it would seem that these language disordered children 

exhibited difficulties in performing skills of balance, agility, 

rhythm and other large body co-ordinations. While these children 

appeared more successful in performing skills requiring fine neuro

muscular co-ordinations, the degree of success in these skills was 

still so low as to indicate severe difficulties in the area of fine 

neuro-muscular co-ordination. 

Laterality and Dominance Choices 

A comparison of the subjects' laterality and dominance choices 

is presented in Table 9, page 88. The table includes laterality 

choices as measured by the laterality test and also as measured by the 

LOMDS. Table 9 also indicates the preferred side evidenced by the 

subject, irrespective of vrtiether his laterality was consistent or 

inconsistent as judged by each of the two scales. 

The laterality test indicated that nine subjects, or over 50 

per cent of the group, showed^xnconsistent laterality. Of these nine 

subjects, six evidenced mixed laterality of eye and hand preference. 
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TABLE 9 

LATERALITY AND DOMINANCE 

Preferred side as Laterality 

Subjects Age 

measured by the 

laterality test 

As measured by the 

laterality test 

As measured by 

the LOMDS 

1 4.1 right Consistent -

2 4.5 right Consistent Inconsistent 

3 5.2 right Inconsistent Inconsistent 

4 5.2 right Inconsistent Inconsistent 

5 5.3 right Consistent -

6 5.4 right Inconsistent Inconsistent 

7 5.9 right Consistent Inconsistent 

8 5.11 right Consistent Inconsistent 

9 6 right Inconsistent Inconsistent 

10 6.1 right Inconsistent Inconsistent 

11 6.3 right Inconsistent Inconsistent 

12 6.4 right Inconsistent Inconsistent 

13 7 left Inconsistent Inconsistent 

14 8 left Consistent Inconsistent 

15 8.10 right Consistent Inconsistent 

16 11.7 left Inconsistent Inconsistent 

Note: A dash in the last column indicates the subject did not perform 

well enough on the LOMDS to be rated. 
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Luchsinger and Arnold (24:389) reported that this condition may be as 

frequent as 40-50 per cent in children and, therefore, the experimental 

group would coincide with normal ranges for this trait. However, eight 

of the subjects, or 50 per cent of the group, evidenced left-eye 

preference. Since normal ranges for ocular sinistrality are from 10-30 

per cent of a group (24:389), the experimental group is decidedly in 

the abnormal range in this category. 

Sinistrality or preferential use of the left hand was evidenced 

by three subjects, or approximately 20 per cent of the group. Since normal 

values for sinistrality lie between 5-15 per cent of a given population, 

the group experimental appeared to be slightly abnormal in this 

respect. Of the three subjects evidencing sinistrality, two were 

male. Luchsinger and Arnold (24:389) reported that girls acquire 

dextrality, or right handedness, more readily than boys and normal 

ratios indicate approximately twice as many sinistral m£les as females. 

Thus, the subjects in this study fall into normal ranges in this respect. 

Normal values for ambilaterality, meaning a lack of preferential 

dexterity in either hand, are 5-10 per cent of a given population. 

(24:389) This trait was evidenced to some degree in approximately 25 

per cent of the experimental group, based on the results of the 

laterality test. 
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The LOMDS was used to further examine laterality and dominance 

choices among these language disordered children. Scores of tasks 

performed by both the right and the left sides were compared. If a 

score for the non-preferred side, as determined by the laterality test 

was superior to a score made by the preferred side on any given item, 

the subject was given a rating of inconsistent. Two subjects did not 

perform well enough on the scale to be rated in this manner. This is 

indicated by a dash in Table 9 under the column heading "as measured 

by LOMDS." 

In all cases in the LOMDS, the subjects achieved higher scores 

one or more times with the non-preferred side and thus evidenced 

incomplete dominance and laterality. If the normal values of 5-10 per 

cent for ambilaterality can be applied in this instance, and experi

mental group would be well beyond normal ranges in this respect. 

It should be noted in Table 9 that while the two tests showed 

incongruities, one can not necessarily conclude that they invalidate 

each other. The laterality test consisted mainly of gross motor 

activities, while the laterality items in the LOMDS consisted mainly 

of fine neuro-muscular activities. It may be that the two tests were 

measuring different things. There may be a trait which involves 

gross neuro-muscular laterality and dominance as well as a trait which 

involves fine neuro-muscular laterality and dominance. Proficiency in 
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one of these traits may not necessarily indicate proficiency in the 

other. 

A Comparison Between Total Language Score and 

Total Motor Score Achieved by the Subjects 

A comparison of the subjects 1 total language scores as measured 

by the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities and total motor 

scores as measured by the LOMDS is presented in Table 10, page 92. In 

both language and motor areas, the higher score indicates the better 

performance. 

A comparison of the relationship between raw language scores and 

raw motor scores was made by using a rank order correlation. The ob

tained rho for this relationship was .64. Using the 14 degrees of 

freedom necessary in this instance, the stability of rho was obtained 

and was found to be significant at the .01 level of confidence. 

Thus, proficiency in motor ability and proficiency in language 

ability appeared to be significantly related. This would seem to support 

the theory advanced by Luchsinger and Arnold as reported in Chapter II. 

Luchsinger and Arnold felt that both delayed language development and 

delayed motor development were symptoms of delayed cerebral maturation. 

Both were influenced by their common dependence on cerebral maturation, 

and the degree of impairment in language and motor function was indica

tive of the degree of cerebral immaturity. 



TABLE 10 

COMPARISON OF TOTAL LANGUAGE SCORE AS MEASURED BY THE 

ILLINOIS TEST OF PSYCHOLINGUISTIC ABILITIES AND 

TOTAL MOTOR SCORE AS MEASURED BY THE 

LINCOLN-OSERETSKY MOTOR 

DEVELOPMENT SCALE 

Subjects Age Language Score Motor Score 

1 4.1 89 1 

2 4.5 117 2 

3 5.2 144 14 

4 5.2 156 12 

5 5.3 133 2 

6 5.4 71 2 

7 5.9 121 14 

8 5.11 92 3 

9 6 44 6 

10 6.1 156 9 

11 6.3 90 10 

12 6.4 85 20 

13 7 42 0 

14 8 191 18 

15 8.10 186 54 

16 11.7 182 61 

Note: The correlation of these data, significant at 

the .01 level of confidence, is discussed on 

page 91. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 

The primary purpose of this study was to investigate the motor 

behavior problems and the motor behavior characteristics of children with 

operant language disorder. A second purpose of the study was to investi

gate the relationship between the degree of motor maturation and the 

degree of language maturation evidenced by language disordered children. 

It was hypothesized that children with operant language disorder 

would exhibit difficulties in balance, agility, dexterity and in handling 

objects with facility. A second hypothesis was that language disordered 

children would exhibit a lack of laterality and dominance pattern. A 

third hypothesis was that there would be a relationship between the 

degree of motor maturation and the degree of language maturation exhibited 

by these children. 

Included in the'study were sixteen subjects, eleven males and 

five females, who were diagnosed as experiencing operant language disorder 

as determined by performance on the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic 

Abilities. The subjects were obtained and screened through the co

operation of persons in the Speech Department at the University of 

93 
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Arizona. All of the subjects, who ranged in age from four to twelve 

years, were drawn from various areas in and around Tucson, Arizona. 

The major steps followed in the pursuit of this study were; (1) 

related literature and other investigations deemed pertinent to the study 

were reviewed; (2) instruments for the collection of data were selected; 

(3) permission to use the subjects as participants in the study were ob

tained through the Speech Department at the University of Arizona; (4) 

the test battery was administered and scored by the investigator; (5) the 

data were analyzed in order to ascertain trends and relationships. 

For the purposes of this investigation two tests, which purported 

to measure motor development, as well as laterality and dominance, were 

administered to the subjects during the period between January 21, 1966 

and April 2, 1966. The motor development scale used for the study was 

the Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scale. The instrument selected 

to measure laterality and dominance was a laterality test devised by 

Crookes and Green. 

The importance of this study seemed to lie in ascertaining some 

of the motor behavior characteristics and motor behavior problems that 

may be related to language disorder in children. Thus it was hoped that 

the study would contribute to a better understanding of operant language 

disorder, as well as motor behavior. 

Some of the weaknesses and limitations of this study were: (1) 

the number of subjects available for participation in the investigation 
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was extremely limited; (2) the subjects used in the study were extreme

ly hyperactive and possessed a very limited attention span, and this may 

have affected test results to some degree; (3) the instruments available 

for measuring motor development in children were extremely limited; (4) 

the physical conditions of the testing situation were not constant in 

that it was not always possible to obtain the same room for testing 

purposes. However, it was believed that this limitation did not seriously 

modify the scores achieved by the subjects. 

The data were organized and presented in various tables. A rank 

order correlation was used to determine the relationship between the 

degree of motor maturation and the degree of language maturation in 

language disordered children. The data were interpretated to discover 

logical explanations which might account for certain results. 

Findings 

The following constituted the findings of the study: 

1. The subjects exhibited a marked delay in over all motor 

development when compared with non-handicapped children. 

2. The subjects evidenced great difficulty in performing skills 

of static and dynamic balance. It was noted that children 

who were successful in performing static balance skills were 

not necessarily proficient in skills of dynamic balance, and 

vice versa. 

3. The subjects evidenced great difficulty in performing tasks 

of agility. 
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4. Although the subjects, were more successful in performing 

skills of dexterity and manual co-ordination than they 

were in performing acts of balance or agility, the 

subjects also evidenced great difficulties in performing 

dexterity tasks. 

5. The subjects evidenced great difficulty in performing tasks 

requiring the handling of objects. 

6. In general, the most successful tasks performed by the 

subjects were tasks that involved fine neuro-muscular 

co-ordinations. 

7. In general, the least successful tasks performed by the 

subjects were tasks involving gross body movements and 

gross neuro-muscular co-ordinations. 

8. In most instances, the subjects evidenced a lack of 

laterality and dominance pattern which was beyond the range 

of normal expectation. This lack of laterality and dominance 

pattern was much more evident in the performance of fine 

neuro-muscular co-ordinations than it was in the performance 

of gross neuro-muscular skills. It was noted that there 

may be two factors involved, a gross neuro-muscular 

laterality and a fine neuro-muscular laterality. 

9. The stability of the relationship between the degree of 

language maturation and the degree of motor maturation was 

significant at the .01 level of confidence. This supported, 

in degree, a theory that both language and motor maturation 

were dependent upon the degree of cerebral maturity. 

Conclusions 

It was concluded that: 

1. Children with operant language disorder do exhibit difficulties 

in balance, agility, dexterity and in handling objects with 

facility. 

2. Children with operant language disorder do exhibit a lack of 

laterality and dominance pattern. 
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3. There is a significant relationship between the degree of 

motor maturation and the degree of language maturation in 

children with operant language disorder. 

Thus, the data seemed to support the hypotheses established prior 

to initiating the investigation, and all three hypotheses were accepted as 

being tenable. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

1. It would appear to be worth\rtiile to repeat this investigation 

using a greater number of subjects, to ascertain if the 

findings of this study are substantiated. 

2. There would appear to be a need for more thorough study of 

the motor development of non-handicapped as well as handi

capped children. 

3. It is suggested that norms on the LOMDS be established for 

four and five year old children. 

4. There would appear to be a great need for the establishment 

of norms for various aspects of motor development in non-

handicapped children. 

5. There would appear to be a need for the development of more 

instruments capable of measuring motor development in 

children. 

6. An investigation of the possible existence of two types of 

laterality and dominance patterns should prove helpful in 

bringing about a more clear understanding of this phenomenon. 

7. There would appear to be a need for the establishment of 

norms relating to laterality and dominance patterns at 

various age levels among handicapped and non-handicapped 

children. 



APPENDIX 



R E C O R D  B O O K L E T  

THE LINCOLN-OSERETSKY MOTOR DEVELOPMENT SCALE 
Catalog #370l8-R 

Birth Date Age Sex 

Education Physical Defects Score Percentile Rank 

Examined at Examiner Date 

ITEM DESCRIPTION R - L Trs. Pts 

1 Walking "backwards, 6 ft. 2 

2 Crouching on tiptoe 2 

3 Standing on one foot R/L 2/2 / 
b Touching nose 1 

5 Touching fingertips R/L 2/2 / 
6 Tapping rhythmically with feet and fingers 1 

7 Jumping over a rope 1 

8 Finger movement 3 

9 Standing Heel to toe 2 

10 Close and open hands alternately 3 

11 Making dots 2 

12 Catching a hall R/L 5/5 / 
13 Making a hall R/L 2/2 / 
lb Winding thread R/L l/l / 
15 Balancing a rod crosswise R/L 3/3 / 
16 Describing circles in the air 1 

17 Tapping (15") R/L 2/2 / 
18 Placing coins and matchsticks 1 

Notes 

C.  H .  ST0EIT1NG CO.  •  424  N .  HOMAN AVE.  •  CHICAGO,  ILL INOIS  60624  

(Area Code 312) 722-3833 Printed in U.S.A. 
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ITEM DESCRIPTION R - L Trs. Pts. Notes 

19 Jump and turn about 1 

20 Putting matchsticks in a box 1 

21 Winding thread while walking' — R/L l/l 

22 Throwing a "ball R/L 5/5 

23 Sorting matchsticks R/L 1/1 

2k Drawing Lines R/L 2/2 

25 Cutting a circle R/L l/l 

26 Putting coins in "box (15") R/L 1/1 

27 Tracing mazes R/L 1/1 

28 Balancing on tiptoe 1 

29 Tapping with feet and fingers 1 

30 Jump, touch heels 1 

31 Tap feet and describe circles 1 

32 Stand on one foot R/L l/l 

33 Jumping and clapping 1 

3^ Balancing on tiptoe R/L l/l 

35 Opening, and closing hands 1 

36 Balancing a rod vertically R/L 3/3 

C .  H .  S T O E L T I N G  C O .  • 4 2 4  N . .  H G M A N  A V E .  •  C H I C A G O ,  I L L I N O I S  6 0 6 2 4  
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NAME, 

AGE_ 

DATE, 

X. HAND USED FOR WRITING (1 trial) 

1. R L 

£1. HAND USED FOR TORCHING (3 trials) 

1. R L 

2. R L 

3. R L 

4. R L 

5. R L 

III. HAND USED FOR CATCHING (3 trials) (KEEN INSTRUCTED TO USE ONE HAND) 

1. R L 

2. R 1 

3. R L _ ^ 
••i 

IV. EYE FOR COUNTING (3 trials) 

1. R L 

2. R L 

3. R L 

V. FOOT USED FOR KICKING (3 trials) 

1. R L 

2. R L 

3. R L 

LATERALITY AND DOHHIANCB 

SCORE - . R X. 

RATING 
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VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF 

THE LATERALITY TEST 

Item 1, After the child was seated at a table and the paper and pencil 

placed in front of him in the previously described manner, the 

child was instructed to pick up the pencil and write his name 

on the paper. If the child was unable to write, he was instruct' 

ed to draw some lines on the paper. 

Item 2. The child was instructed to throw the ball to the examiner, who 

was approximately ten feet away from the subject. The ball was 

returned to the subject and the instructions were repeated 

before each of the allotted trials. 

Item 3. The child was instructed to use only one hand in catching the 

ball. He was reminded of this before each trial. If a child 

used two hands, the trial was repeated. 

Item 4. The child was instructed to hold the cardboard with two hands 

in front of his face in such a manner that he could see through 

the hole with one eye. The subject was then asked to tell the 

examiner how many fingers the examiner was holding up. If the 

child was unable to count, the examiner pointed to various 

objects, such as a chair, or door, etc., and the child was 

asked to identify the object being pointed out. 

Item 5. After the ball was placed directly in front of the subject, he 

was asked to kick the ball to the examiner. The ball was 

replaced after each kick, and the instructions were repeated 

before each allotted trial. 
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